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From the BBC  kitchen  What’s so good about our recipes is that

they’ve all been tested in the kitchens of  our sister title, BBC Good Food magazine. So they’re easy, 

super-tasty and quick to make – and you can also be sure that they’ll work perfectly every time. 

Welcome
Our promise
The BBC Easy Cook  
team is here to help you 
get healthy, nutritious,  
good-value meals on 
the table as quickly as 
possible. When we’re 
planning what to include 
in each issue, there  
are four key words we  
always bear in mind:

www.twitter.com

@EasyCookMag

www.facebook.com

Easy Cook Magazine
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mins

From the BBC  kitchen
easycook

If  you’re cooking in a hurry, look out for the colour-coded timing  

circles on our 20 Quick Weeknight Meals, starting on page 6

 Enjoy summer veg at its best

...to the June issue of  BBC Easy Cook. This is always a lovely 

issue to put together as it’s the start of  the summer fruit and veg 

season. So whether you’re now aiming for 5, 7 or even 10 a day 

(if  you’re following some of  the latest advice), there are plenty of  

deliciously easy recipes to try out, including some wonderful ideas 

for strawberries on page 46. Of  all the veg around at the moment, 

courgettes are among my favourites. They’re at their sweetest and 

juiciest in the summer months, and the two dishes below always 

become staples in my house at this time of  year:

   �s For a speedy after-work supper, slice one medium-sized 

courgette per person in half  lengthways. Brush the two cut sides 

with a little vegetable oil, sprinkle with grated parmesan and put 

under a medium grill for about 7 minutes, until the courgettes are 

soft but still with a little bite and the cheese is bubbling. Lovely  

with a salad and some crusty bread.

    s Make a courgette sauce by roasting courgettes (one per person, 

cut into smallish chunks) in a hot oven, brushed with a little veg oil, 

for about 15 mins until tender. Fry some chopped garlic, then add 

2 tbsp crème fraiche per person and a little grated lemon rind. Add 

the courgettes, season, warm through and serve with pasta.

    Happy cooking!
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       quick 
weeknight 
meals

20
A whole month of tasty 
recipes – all ready in 
30 minutes or less

15 
mins

O Serves 2 
O Ready in 15 minutes 
O £1.63 a portion 
O 613 kcals, 21g fat, 3g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing 
O

250g spaghetti

200g cherry tomatoes, halved

3 tbsp olive oil

small bunch of  basil (leaves only), 

roughly torn 

10 black (stoned) olives, roughly chopped

1 tbsp capers, drained and rinsed

rind and juice of  1 lemon

shaved parmesan (or vegetarian 

alternative), to serve

1 Boil the pasta

Cook the pasta according to pack instructions 

until tender, but still with a little bite. 

Meanwhile, in a bowl, mix together the 

tomatoes, olive oil, basil, olives, capers and 

lemon rind and juice with a pinch of  salt.  

Drain the pasta, then return it to the pan.  

Add the tomato mixture and stir gently 

to combine. Serve immediately, with the 

parmesan scattered over.

Spaghetti with olive sauce

theeasyway 

If  you don’t like 

capers, it’s fine to 

leave them out
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SPEEDY MEALS

20 
mins

theeasyway 

Serve with crusty  

bread and a  

tomato and red  

onion salad

O Serves 2 
O Ready in 20 minutes 
O £1.54 a portion 
O 420 kcals, 25g fat, 13g sat. fat a portion
O Not suitable for freezing 
O

1 tbsp olive oil, plus extra for greasing

4 sheets fresh lasagne

250g tub ricotta cheese

25g basil leaves, roughly torn

½ tsp freshly grated nutmeg

1 clove of  garlic, crushed

300ml tomato passata

25g cheddar (or vegetarian  

alternative), grated

1 Prepare the pasta

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Lightly grease an ovenproof  dish with 

oil. Lay the lasagne sheets on a board. Divide 

the ricotta cheese between them, spreading 

it evenly over. Scatter over the basil leaves. 

Sprinkle over the nutmeg and season well. Roll 

up the lasagne into tubes and arrange side by 

side in the dish.

2 Make the sauce and bake

Fry the garlic in the oil for 1 minute. Add the 

passata and bring to the boil. Season and 

simmer for 2 minutes. Pour the sauce over the 

cannelloni and bake for 10 minutes, or until 

heated through. Sprinkle over the cheese  

just before serving.

Ricotta and basil cannelloni
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4 cooking chorizo sausages, 

cut into thick slices

1 red onion, sliced

2 cloves of  garlic, sliced

1 tsp each smoked paprika 

and cumin seeds

400g can cherry tomatoes

juice of  1 lemon

400g can chickpeas,  

drained

1 handful flat-leaf  parsley, 

chopped

toasted bread, to serve

1 Fry the sausages

Cook the chorizo, onion and 

garlic for 5 mins, or until the 

chorizo is browning on the 

outside. Drain the excess oil, 

then stir in the spices.

2 Make the stew

Pour in the tomatoes, lemon 

juice, chickpeas and seasoning. 

Bubble for 5 mins to thicken 

slightly, then sprinkle over the 

parsley. Serve with the toast.

50g blanched hazelnuts

1 red chilli, deseeded and 

roughly sliced

85g watercress

1½ tbsp olive oil, plus extra 

for griddling

1 tbsp balsamic vinegar,  

plus 2 tsp

2 rump steaks, about  

140g each

1 Make the pesto

Turn oven to fan 160C/

conventional 180C/gas 4. Put 

the hazelnuts in a baking tray, 

toast in the oven for 5-10 mins 

until golden, then leave to cool a 

little. Put the cooled nuts, chilli, 

50g of  the watercress, the olive 

oil, 1 tbsp balsamic vinegar 

and some seasoning in a food 

processor, then whizz until finely 

chopped, but still with a little 

texture. Set aside.

2 Cook the meat

Rub the steaks with oil and 

season with salt. Griddle for  

3 mins on each side for medium 

or 4 mins for well done. Remove 

to a plate and leave for 5 mins 

to rest. Stir any juices from the 

resting steak into the pesto. 

3 Serve

Top with a large spoonful of  the 

pesto and drizzle with the rest of  

the balsamic vinegar. Serve with 

Roast Garlic Mash (see right for 

this recipe).

Grilled steak with red chilli pesto
O Serves 2  O Ready in 20 minutes  O £2.78 a portion 
O 475 kcals, 35g fat, 7g sat. fat a portion  O Not suitable for freezing 

Chorizo and chickpea stew
O Serves 2  OReady in 15 minutes  O £2.65 a portion 
O 529 kcals, 28g fat, 11g sat. fat a portion  O Suitable for freezing 

1 tsp vegetable oil

1 red onion, cut into  

half-moon slices

4 tbsp Thai green curry paste

2 x 400g cans light coconut 

milk

2 tbsp fish sauce

rind and juice of  2 limes

1 tbsp green peppercorns in 

brine, drained and rinsed 

(optional)

200g green beans, trimmed 

and halved

4 skinless chicken breasts, 

cut into long strips

handful of  basil leaves

cooked basmati rice, to serve

1 Make the curry

Heat the oil in a medium pan, 

add the onion and fry for 2 mins. 

Tip in the paste and cook for  

1 min more. Pour in the coconut 

milk, fish sauce, lime rind and 

juice, and peppercorns (if  using). 

Bring to a simmer, then add the 

beans and chicken. Cook for  

5 minutes, or until the chicken is 

cooked. Top with the basil and 

serve with basmati rice.

Speedy green chicken curry
O Serves 2  OReady in 15 minutes  O £3.58 a portion  
O 352 kcals, 20g fat, 13g sat. fat a portion  O Suitable for freezing 

15 
mins

15 
mins

 Thai favourite
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20 
mins

Roast Garlic 
Mash: Turn oven to fan 

160C/conventional 180C/ 
gas 4. Roast 3 large, unpeeled 

cloves of garlic for 20-30 mins until 
the skins are cracked. Meanwhile, boil 
400g peeled potatoes, cut into chunks, 
for 15-20 mins until tender. Drain and 

mash with 85g butter and 3 tbsp 
milk, then season well. Squeeze 
the flesh from the garlic skins  

and stir through  
the mash 
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O Serves 4 
O Ready in 30 minutes 
O £1.29 a portion 
O 340 kcals, 22g fat, 11g sat. fat a portion 
O Burgers are suitable for freezing 

25g bulghar wheat

500g extra-lean lamb mince

1 tsp each ground cumin, ground 

coriander and smoked paprika

1 clove of  garlic, very finely crushed 

(optional)

oil, for brushing

large burger buns, sliced tomato and  

red onion, to serve

FOR THE TZATZIKI

5cm piece cucumber, deseeded and 

coarsely grated

200g pot thick Greek yogurt

2 tbsp chopped mint, plus a small handful 

of  leaves to serve

1 Cool the bulghar wheat

Tip the bulghar into a pan, cover with water 

and boil for 10 minutes. Drain well in a sieve, 

pressing out any excess water.

2 Make the tzatziki 

Squeeze and discard the juice from the 

cucumber, then mix into the yogurt with the 

chopped mint and a little salt.

3 Assemble and fry the burgers

Using your hands, work the bulghar into the 

mince with the spices, garlic (if  using) and 

seasoning, then shape into 4 burgers. Brush 

with a little oil and fry for about 5 mins on each 

side until cooked all the way through. Serve in 

the buns (toasted, if  you like) with the tzatziki, 

tomatoes, onion and a few mint leaves.

30 
mins

Lamb burgers with tzatziki

theeasyway 
Use up the mint in 

Minty Peaches: In a pan, 

warm through a can of  

peach halves in syrup 

with 2 tbsp chopped 

mint. Serve with crème 

fraiche. Serves 3-4
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O Serves 4 
O Ready in 15 minutes 
O £2.85 a portion 
O 481 kcals, 27g fat, 6g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing 

250g pack cherry tomatoes, sliced  

or quartered

2 tbsp finely chopped jalapeños

small handful of  coriander, chopped

juice of  1 lime, plus wedges to serve

1 small red onion, finely chopped

1 tbsp olive oil

4 cooked chicken breasts, torn into  

bite-sized shreds

2 little gem lettuces, torn into  

bite-sized pieces

1 red pepper, deseeded and sliced

1 ripe mango, stoned, peeled and diced

handful of  tortilla chips, broken up 

1 Make the salad

Put the cherry tomatoes, jalapeños, coriander, 

lime juice, onion and oil in a large bowl with 

some seasoning. Put the remaining ingredients, 

except the tortilla chips, on top of  the dressing. 

Gently mix the salad together to coat in the 

dressing. Sprinkle the tortilla chips over the top 

and serve immediately with the lime halves for 

squeezing over.

Spicy chicken, mango and jalapeño salad
Use up the 

leftover tortilla chips 
in Cheesy Tortillas: Put 

20 tortilla chips on a baking 
tray. Mix 125g Greek yogurt 

with a squeeze of lemon juice, 
then spoon over the tortillas. 

Top with 50g grated 
cheddar and grill until 

melting. Serves 2

15 
mins



2 tbsp Worcestershire sauce  

4 rump steaks

250g fusilli pasta 

1 bunch spring onions, sliced

3 peppers (from a jar), sliced

small bunch of  basil, torn

4 tbsp olive oil

2 tbsp sherry vinegar

2 tbsp horseradish sauce

1 Marinate the steak

Pour the Worcestershire over the 

steaks, grind over some black 

pepper and leave for 10 minutes.

2 Cook the pasta

Meanwhile, cook the pasta 

according to pack instructions, 

drain, then toss with the onions, 

peppers and basil. To make a 

dressing, mix the oil, vinegar and 

horseradish together, season, 

then set aside. Heat a griddle 

pan and cook the steaks for  

3 minutes on each side, or until 

cooked to your liking. 

2 tbsp vegetable oil, plus 2 tsp

2 onions, thinly sliced

8 large tomatoes, chopped

4 cloves of  garlic

a little fresh ginger, chopped

3 tbsp madras curry paste

165ml coconut milk

handful of coriander, chopped, 

plus sprigs to serve

4 skinless fish fillets

6 tbsp plain flour, seasoned

basmati rice, to serve

1 Soften the onion

Heat 2 tsp oil in a pan. Tip in the 

onions and a pinch of  salt. Cook 

for 8 mins until soft and golden.

Meanwhile, whizz the tomatoes, 

garlic and ginger to a purée. Add 

the curry paste to the onions 

and fry for 3 mins. Stir in the 

tomato mixture and simmer for 

10 mins until thickened. Add 

the coconut milk and chopped 

coriander. Simmer to thicken.

2 Cook the fish 

Dust the fish in the flour, then 

fry in the oil on a high heat for 

1 minute on each side. Put the 

fish in the tomato mixture and 

simmer until just cooked. 

Fish and tomato curry
O�Serves 4  O�Ready in 30 minutes  O�£2.19 a portion 
O�432 kcals, 19g fat, 7g sat. fat a portion  O�Suitable for freezing 

2 skinless, boneless chicken 

thighs

100g cambozola cheese, rind 

removed and cut into two 

even-sized pieces

4 thin slices parma ham

2 tbsp olive oil

25g unsalted butter

100ml double cream

50g freshly grated parmesan

1 Wrap the chicken

Turn oven to fan 200C/

conventional 220C/gas 7 and 

heat an ovenproof  frying pan. 

Open out each chicken thigh 

and flatten between 2 pieces of  

cling film, until very thin. Season 

and put a piece of  cheese in the 

middle of  each thigh. Fold over 

to enclose the filling, then wrap 

each in 2 slices of  parma ham.

2 Bake

Cook the chicken in the oil over 

a high heat for 30 seconds on 

each side to seal, then cook in 

the oven for 6-8 mins, or until 

cooked through and tender.

3 Make the sauce

Meanwhile, melt the butter in 

a small pan. Add the cream 

and parmesan and season with 

pepper. Simmer for 3-4 mins 

until the parmesan has melted. 

Serve the chicken with the sauce 

and sautéed potatoes.

Parma chicken with cheese
O�Serves 2 (easily doubled)  O�Ready in 15 minutes  O�£1.98 a portion 
O�926 kcals, 83g fat, 44g sat. fat a portion  O�Not suitable for freezing

BBQ beef pasta   
O Serves 4  O Ready in 30 minutes  O £2.83 a portion 
O 408 kcals, 18g fat, 4g sat. fat a portion  O Not suitable for freezing

30 
mins

30 
mins

theeasyway To serve, cut the steaks 

into thick slices, then toss into the pasta 

with the horseradish dressing

SPEEDY MEALS
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theeasyway If  you prefer, substitute the cambozola cheese for 1 tbsp 

low-fat soft cheese per chicken thigh for a lower-fat version

15 
mins
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 Fresh and summery

O Serves 4 
O Ready in 30 minutes 
O £2.57 a portion 
O 611 kcals, 25g fat, 5g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing 

1 papaya, peeled and chopped into  

1cm cubes

1 small red onion, chopped

½ green pepper, deseeded and chopped

½ red pepper, deseeded and chopped

1 red chilli (deseeded if  you don’t like it 

too hot), finely chopped

2 tbsp roughly chopped coriander

juice of  1 lime, plus 1 lime cut into 

wedges to serve

4 nests of  medium egg noodles

4 skinless, boneless salmon fillets

1 tbsp vegetable oil

2 tbsp teriyaki sauce

4 large handfuls of  mixed salad leaves

1 Make the salsa 

Combine the papaya, onion, green and red 

peppers, chilli, coriander and lime juice in a 

bowl. Season and set aside. 

2 Cook the salmon

Cook the noodles according to pack 

instructions. Meanwhile, brush both sides of  

the salmon fillets with oil, then season. Heat a 

griddle or frying pan to medium-hot and cook 

the salmon for 3-4 minutes on each side, then 

remove from the pan. Drain the noodles and 

toss with the teriyaki sauce.

3 Finish the dish

Pile the salad leaves and noodles onto plates. 

Top with the salmon, spoon over the salsa and 

serve with a wedge of  lime.

Summer salmon with papaya salsa

30 
mins
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O Serves 4 
O Ready in 30 minutes 
O £1.02 a portion 
O 663 kcals, 43g fat, 12g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing 

2 red onions, cut into wedges

8 pork sausages

1 tbsp olive oil

3 tbsp tomato chutney

1 Start cooking the sausages

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Toss the onions and sausages with the 

oil in a shallow roasting tin. Bake for 20 mins, 

shaking the tin once to ensure even browning.

2 Add the chutney

Turn oven up to fan 200C/conventional 220C/

gas 7. Add the chutney to the tin and cook for 

5 mins more, until the sausages are cooked. 

Sticky sausages with onion

theeasyway 

Serve with 

Sweetcorn Salad: 

Boil 750g baby  

new potatoes until 

tender, run under 

cold water, drain. 

Mix 2 tbsp mayo 

with 2 tbsp natural 

yogurt, 3 sliced 

spring onions and 

198g can sweetcorn, 

drained. Slice the 

potatoes and stir 

into the sweetcorn. 

Serves 4

30 
mins

SPEEDY MEALS
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2 garlic flatbreads  

6 tbsp fresh tomato pasta sauce

3-4 roasted red peppers from a jar, 

drained and cut into strips

4 slices prosciutto

125g ball light mozzarella, torn  

into pieces

1 Make the pizzas

Turn oven to fan 220C/conventional 240C/

gas 9. Put the flatbreads on 2 baking trays 

and spoon over the tomato sauce. Top with 

the pepper strips, prosciutto and mozzarella. 

Bake for 15 minutes, swapping the trays over 

halfway through cooking.

Prosciutto and pepper pizzas
O Serves 4  O Ready in 20 minutes  O £2.16 a portion 
O 785 kcals, 24g fat, 13g sat. fat a portion  O Not suitable for freezing

20 
mins

theeasyway Use up the  

sauce in Italian Chicken:  

Spoon the leftover tomato 

sauce over 2 chicken breasts, 

adding a few sliced olives and 

2 tbsp grated parmesan. Bake 

until the chicken is cooked 

through and serve with salad 

and garlic bread. Serves 2

BBC Easy Cook16
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2 duck breasts, skin on and 

skin scored

3 tbsp maple syrup

1 clove of  garlic, crushed

1 tbsp chipotle chilli paste

160g bag salad

1 bunch radishes, thinly 

sliced or grated

1 tbsp sherry vinegar

1 Roast the duck

Turn oven to fan 200C/

conventional 220C/gas 7. Heat 

a small roasting tin in the oven. 

Season the duck skin and flesh 

well, then put into the tin,  

skin-side down, and roast for  

10 minutes until the skin is 

golden and crisp and the fat has 

run out. (Roast for 15 minutes if  

you like your duck well cooked.)

2 Baste the duck

Meanwhile, mix 2 tbsp of  the 

maple syrup with the garlic and 

chilli paste. Tip the fat out of  the 

pan, turn the duck skin-side up, 

then roast for another 5 minutes, 

basting with the maple mixture 

once or twice until the duck is 

sticky and glazed and pink in the 

middle. Remove and leave to rest 

for 5 minutes.

3 Plate up

Pile the salad and the radishes 

onto two serving plates. Slice the 

duck at an angle and put into the 

salad. Stir the rest of  the maple 

syrup and the sherry vinegar into 

the pan juices, then drizzle over 

the salad, season with pepper 

and serve straightaway.

4 skinless, chicken breasts

1 tbsp paprika

¼ tsp cayenne pepper

2 tsp dried thyme

1 tbsp sunflower oil

1 Cook the chicken

Dry the chicken with kitchen 

paper, then cut diagonal slashes 

over the smooth side. Mix the 

spices with seasoning, then 

tip onto a plate. Brush the 

chicken on both sides with the 

oil, then coat all over with the 

spice mixture. Heat a barbecue, 

griddle pan or grill, then cook 

the chicken for 5-6 mins on each 

side until cooked through. 

Cajun chicken
O Serves 4  O Ready in 20 minutes  O  89p a portion 
O 248 kcals, 11g fat, 2g sat. fat a portion  O Not suitable for freezing 

250g spinach

pinch of  nutmeg, freshly 

grated or ground

4 slices prosciutto

3 large tomatoes, halved

1 heaped tbsp crème fraiche

50g vegetarian goat’s cheese 

(from a log with rind), 

chopped

1 Wilt the spinach

Turn oven to fan 180C/

conventional 200C/gas 6. Put 

the spinach in a colander, pour 

over a kettle of  boiling water 

until the spinach wilts, then drain 

and squeeze out as much liquid 

as you can (you might need to 

do this in two batches). Put the 

spinach in the bottom of  a gratin 

or baking dish, season, then 

sprinkle with nutmeg.

2 Assemble and bake

Drape the prosciutto over and 

around the spinach and sit the 

tomato halves on top, cut-side 

up. Dot the crème fraiche over 

the whole dish, scatter with the 

goat’s cheese, and season with 

pepper. Bake for 10-15 minutes, 

until the cheese is melting into 

the crème fraiche and the edges 

are starting to bubble. Serve with 

crusty bread and a green salad, 

if  you like.

Cheesy tomatoes
O�Serves 2  (easily multiplied)  O�Ready in 20 mins  O�£1.84 a portion   
O�249 kcals, 17g fat, 9g sat. fat a portion  O�Not suitable for freezing  

Smoky maple duck with radishes
O�Serves 2 (easily multiplied)  O�Ready in 30 mins  O�£3.63 a portion   
O�527 kcals, 36g fat, 10g sat. fat a portion  O�Not suitable for freezing 

30 
mins

20 
mins

theeasyway Serve with a spoonful of  

guacamole and chargrilled corn – brush 

8 mini cobs lightly with oil (but don’t use 

seasoning as salt will toughen the corn), then 

cook for 5-7 mins, turning often, until charred
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Make this into 
a Cheesy Spinach 

Salad: Crumble the goat’s 
cheese into a bowl, then 
add 50g spinach, 100g 

quartered tomatoes, a handful 
of toasted pine nuts and 
3 tbsp balsamic dressing. 

Toss and top with the 
prosciutto

20 
mins
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O Serves 4 
O Ready in 20 minutes 
O £2.47 a portion 
O 603 kcals, 24g fat, 6g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing 

300g pack cooked egg noodles

150g sugar snap peas, sliced

8 radishes, finely sliced

1 thumb-sized red chilli, finely sliced

small bunch of  coriander, leaves only

200g cooked roast beef, shredded

85g dry-roasted peanuts

FOR THE DRESSING

3 balls stem ginger, finely chopped,  

plus 2 tbsp syrup

2 tbsp soy sauce

2 tbsp rice wine vinegar

2 tsp sesame oil

1 Mix it all together

In a mixing bowl, combine the ingredients for 

the dressing. Tip the remaining ingredients 

on top and mix everything together. Serve 

immediately, or make ahead and leave in the 

fridge for up to 1 day.

Beef noodles 

20 
mins



The benefi ts
    stack up! 
Calories Fat

Sugars

Salt

Sat Fat

Visit www.rakusens.co.uk for stockists

�  Low in fat, less than 2%

�  Good source of fi bre

�  Dairy free 

�  Lactose free  

�  Nut free  

�  Low in sugar 

�  Low in salt



1 butternut squash, peeled 

and cut into small dice

2 onions, cut into thin wedges

2 tbsp olive oil, plus a little 

extra for drizzling

200g quinoa

85g toasted flaked almonds

85g shelled pistachios

10 dried apricots, sliced

handful of  mint leaves, 

roughly chopped

a good squeeze of  lemon juice

1 Roast the squash

Turn oven to fan 200C/

conventional 220C/gas 7. Toss 

the squash and onions with 2 tbsp 

oil in a large roasting tin. Season 

and roast for about 20-25 minutes, 

shaking the tin once or twice, until 

the veg is tender.

2 Cook the quinoa

Cook the quinoa according to 

pack instructions, then run under 

cold water and drain thoroughly.

3 Mix everything together

Mix the quinoa with the nuts, 

dried apricots, mint and some 

seasoning in a large bowl, then 

add the lemon juice, drizzle with a 

little oil and stir well. Scatter over 

the squash and onion mixture.

100g rice noodles

1 tbsp vegetable oil

300g pork tenderloin fillet, 

cut into strips

1 clove of garlic, finely chopped

1 green chilli, deseeded and 

finely chopped

1 stalk lemongrass, finely 

chopped

1 kaffir lime leaf, finely sliced

savoy cabbage, shredded

2 tbsp soy sauce

2 tbsp red wine

100ml chicken stock

1 Make the dish

Cook the noodles according to 

pack instructions, then drain.

Meanwhile, heat the oil in a wok 

and stir-fry the pork for 3 mins. 

Add the garlic, chilli, lemongrass 

and lime leaf  and stir-fry for  

1 min. Add the cabbage and cook 

for 2 mins more. Pour in the soy, 

wine and stock, bring to the boil 

and simmer until slightly reduced. 

Divide the noodles between 

bowls, then top with the pork 

mixture and the juices.

Pork, lemongrass and chilli stir-fry
O�Serves 2  O�Ready in 10 minutes  O�£2.13 a portion 
O�489 kcals, 12g fat, 2g sat. fat a portion  O�Not suitable for freezing 

220g pack lemon sole goujons

1 tsp chipotle paste or harissa

6 tbsp mayonnaise

4 soft flour tortillas

175g white cabbage, shredded

a good handful of  chopped 

coriander

1 small red onion, finely 

chopped or sliced

juice of  1 small lime, plus 

wedges to serve (optional)

1 Cook the fish

Turn oven to fan 200C/

conventional 220C/gas 7. Space 

the goujons apart on a baking 

sheet and bake for 12-15 mins or 

according to pack instructions, 

until crispy. Meanwhile, mix the 

chipotle or harissa into the mayo, 

and warm the tortillas.

2 Make the salad

Toss the cabbage, coriander and 

onion with the lime juice and a 

pinch of  salt.

3 Assemble the tortillas

Spread the tortillas with a little 

spicy mayo, then put the salad 

and fish down the centre and top 

with a little more mayo. Fold and 

eat with your fingers. Serve with 

lime wedges, if  you like.

Fish tacos
O�Serves 4  O�Ready in 30 minutes  O�£1.58 a portion 
O�312 kcals, 15g fat, 2g sat. fat a portion  O�Not suitable for freezing 

Butternut squash quinoa
O�Serves 4  O�Ready in 30 mins  O�£1.78 a portion  O�662 kcals, 36g fat, 

5g sat. fat a portion  O�Not suitable for freezing  O�

30 
mins

theeasyway You’ll find kaffir lime 

leaves in jars with the dried spices  

in the supermarket. Serve with lime 

wedges for squeezing over

10 
mins
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 Serve with natural yogurt



30 
mins
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Speedy
sides

Try one of these versatile and tasty side 
dishes – they'll perk up a meal nicely!

Tangy carrot salad
O Serves 4  
O Ready in 15 minutes  
O 70p a portion  
O 146 kcals, 7g fat, 1g sat. fat a portion  
O Not suitable for freezing    

4 carrots, cut into thin sticks (or grated)

½ red cabbage, finely shredded

2 small red onions, finely sliced

juice of  2 limes

1 tbsp vegetable oil

1 red chilli, deseeded and chopped

1 tbsp soft brown sugar

handful each of  mint and  

coriander leaves

handful of  roasted peanuts, chopped

1 Assemble the salad

Tip the carrots, cabbage and onions into a

bowl. In a separate bowl, mix together the

lime juice, oil, chilli and sugar. Pour over the

vegetables, tossing to coat. Add the herbs, toss

again, and scatter over the peanuts to serve.

Sweet potato mash
O Serves 2 (easily multiplied) 
O Ready in 20 minutes 
O 65p a portion 
O 339 kcals, 9g fat, 5g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing    

4 sweet potatoes, peeled & cut into chunks

1 tsp olive oil

1 tbsp orange juice

1 tbsp butter

4 small sage leaves 

1 Cook the sweet potatoes

Boil the potatoes for 10 minutes, or until 

tender. Drain and put back in the pan over a 

low heat for 30 seconds to dry out. Mash with 

the oil, orange juice and some seasoning.

2 Fry the sage

In a small pan, melt the butter with the sage 

leaves. Cook until the butter begins to foam 

and bubble and small brown spots appear.  

Pour over the mash and serve. 

Storecupboard special
O Serves 4 
O Ready in 25 minutes 
O £1.03 a portion 
O 246 kcals, 18g fat, 2g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing    

280g jar artichokes in oil (oil reserved)

2 onions, finely sliced

3 cloves of  garlic, finely sliced

150ml passata

splash of  white wine (optional)

140g frozen peas

140g frozen broad beans

handful of  parsley, chopped

1 Soften the veg and cook

Heat a frying pan with 3 tbsp of  the artichoke 

oil from the jar. Fry the onions and garlic in the 

oil for about 15 minutes, until soft and golden. 

Pour in the passata and wine (if  using) and 

cook for around 5 minutes, until thickened. 

Drain the artichokes and tip into the mixture 

with the peas and broad beans. Cook 

gently for 5 mins. Put into a serving 

bowl, scatter with the parsley and 

drizzle with a little more oil.

theeasyway 

Don’t waste the 

leftover artichoke 

oil in the jar 

(above) – use it 

in a pasta sauce 

or salad dressing, 

to add a subtle 

artichoke flavour





magıc
If  you usually only use the microwave to defrost or warm up a 

cup of tea, have a go at making one of these delicious meals in it 
– you’ll be amazed at what you can have on the table in 30 mins! 

O Serves 4 
O Takes 10 mins, plus 20 mins cooking 
O £1.27 a portion 
O 461 kcals, 6g fat, 3g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing 
O   

350g risotto rice

175ml white wine

850ml hot vegetable stock

500g frozen peas and beans mix 

100g asparagus tips

100g soft goat’s cheese (or vegetarian   

    alternative)

handful of  mint leaves, roughly chopped

1 Start microwaving the rice

Measure the rice into a large microwaveable 

bowl, then pour in the wine and a third of  the 

stock. Cover with cling film, then microwave 

on full power (100%) for 10 minutes. Stir  

the rice, then add another third of  the stock,  

re-cover and microwave again for 3 minutes.

2 Add the veg

Stir the rice again, then add the frozen veg, 

asparagus and the rest of  the stock. Re-cover 

and microwave for 7 minutes. Stir in the cheese 

and mint, then leave the risotto to stand for  

2 minutes before serving.

Microwave risotto primavera

 Lovely fresh flavours

Microwave
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Cheesy bean and 
chipotle quesadillas
O Serves 4 
O Ready in 20 minutes 
O £1.45 a portion 
O 671 kcals, 17g fat, 8g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing   

2 x 400g cans mixed bean salad

3 tbsp chipotle sauce

small pack of  coriander, chopped

140g red leicester cheese, grated

pack 8 flour tortillas 

1 Make the filling

Drain the beans, reserving 2 tbsp of  the can 

water. Tip into a bowl with the reserved water, 

chipotle sauce, coriander and half  the cheese. 

Mash well with a fork or potato masher.

2 Microwave the quesadillas

Lay out the tortillas, then spread each with  

¼ of  the cheesy beans. Top with the remaining 

cheese and another tortilla and then press 

them together. Microwave each quesadilla in 

turn for 2-2½ mins on each side on full power 

(100%) until the cheese has melted (or see 

above to get the griddle marks), and keep them 

warm in the oven. Cut into wedges to serve. 

theeasyway To get the griddle effect in our photo, 

microwave each quesadilla for 45 seconds to start 

the cheese melting, then griddle for 1-2 mins on each 

side, until the quesadillas are golden and charred

Broccoli spaghetti Break 115g spaghetti 

in half  and drop into 1 litre boiling water 

in a 2-litre microwaveable dish. Microwave 

on full power (100%) for 10 mins, until 

tender, then drain and keep warm. 

Meanwhile, cook 100g frozen broccoli on 

full power (100%) for 1½-2 mins, then add 

the broccoli to the spaghetti, reserving 

any liquid. Stir in 1 x 55g can ready-fried 

onions and 1 can condensed cream 

of mushroom soup. Add the reserved 

broccoli liquid. Toss and top with a second 

55g can of ready-fried onions. Cover and 

microwave on full power (100%) for 15 mins 

or until the top is crunchy. Serves 2.

Fish o’leekie Put 1 finely sliced leek, 

and 100g chopped smoked back bacon 

in a microwaveable dish with 4 tbsp veg 

stock. Cover the dish with cling film, pierce 

with a knife and microwave on full power 

(100%) for 5 mins. Stir in 300g easy-cook 

rice and 440ml veg stock and microwave 

uncovered for 5 minutes more. Stir in  

500g cod or haddock fillet, skinned and 

cut into large chunks, re-cover the dish 

with pierced cling film and cook for 10 mins 

more, until the fish and rice are cooked. 

Stir in 3 tbsp chopped fresh parsley and 

the grated rind and juice of 1 lemon. 

Leave to stand for 2-3 mins. Serves 4.

More ideas to try in the microwave
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  Saturday  

snack
Need a quick food fix? Try one of  
these satisfying snacks – they’re 
a great way of using up those 
last few slices of bread too

O Serves 1 (easily multiplied)
O Ready in 20 minutes 
O £2.48 a portion 
O 334 kcals, 15g fat, 2g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing   

4 large portobello mushrooms

2 tsp olive oil, plus extra for greasing 

2 finely chopped cloves of  garlic

2 slices of  toast

1 tbsp roughly chopped parsley

a few toasted pine nuts

1 Roast the mushrooms

Put the mushrooms on a lightly oiled baking 

tray, drizzle with the olive oil and scatter over 

the garlic, then season. Bake for 15 minutes at 

fan 180C/conventional 200C/gas 6, until the 

mushrooms are tender.

2 Top the toast

Toast the bread, then top with the flavoured 

mushrooms. To serve, sprinkle with the 

roughly chopped parsley and a few toasted 

pine nuts. Serve immediately.

Baked garlic mushrooms on toast
More toast toppers 
Italian scrambled eggs Beat 3 eggs 

with 2 tbsp milk. Season. Cook over a 

low heat, stirring until almost cooked, 

then add 3 tbsp quark cheese. Top with 

basil and 6 halved cherry tomatoes. 

Cheese & pineapple Mix 250g 

cottage cheese with a drained 227g 

can pineapple chunks. Serve on toast, 

topped with cracked black pepper. 

Spicy beans Simmer a 400g can 

drained mixed beans with a 227g 

can chopped tomatoes, a little 

diced red chilli and garlic and 2 tsp 

Worcestershire sauce for 4-5 mins.
theeasyway For a creamy version, warm 50g garlic & herb soft 

cheese in a pan and pour over the mushrooms before serving
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dress a salad
10quick ways to

SPEEDY MEALS

Marie rose Whisk 3 tbsp salad cream with 

2 tbsp tomato purée, the juice of ½ lemon 

and a pinch of cayenne pepper. Serves 4.

Walnut and orange Mix the 

rind and juice of 1 orange 

with 1 tsp balsamic vinegar. 

Whisk in 4 tbsp walnut 

oil. Season. Toss in  

2 tbsp toasted walnut 

pieces. Serves 4. 

French vinaigrette 

Season 2 tbsp white wine 

vinegar, then slowly whisk 

in 6 tbsp sunflower oil until 

it thickens. Stir in  

½ tsp mustard powder. Serves 4. 

Italian olive Mix 1 tbsp black olive 

tapenade with 1 crushed clove of garlic,  

2-3 tbsp olive oil, 1 tbsp lemon juice,  

½ tsp dried oregano, then season. Leave for 

10 mins, then stir in 1 tbsp freshly chopped 

parsley. Serves 4. 

Blue cheese Mix together 

50g crumbled blue cheese 

(such as stilton), 4 tbsp 

walnut oil, 1 tbsp white 

wine vinegar, 2 tsp 

freshly chopped sage.

Season, then whisk 

until thick and creamy. 

Serves 4.  

Fiery Thai Stir together 

the juice of 1 lime,  

2 tsp fish sauce, ½ tsp 

sugar, 1 crushed clove of garlic, 

¼ large red chilli, deseeded (if  you 

don’t want it too hot) and finely chopped and 

4 tbsp sunflower oil. Stir in 2 tbsp chopped 

coriander leaves before serving. Serves 4.

Spicy curry Mix ½ tsp ground cumin, ½ tsp 

turmeric, ¼ tsp salt, the finely grated rind 

and juice of 1 lime and stir until dissolved. 

Add 3 tbsp sunflower oil and ½ tsp of chilli 

oil and mix well. Serves 4.

Honey and mustard Mix 1 tsp runny honey 

and ½ tsp wholegrain mustard with 1 tbsp 

cider vinegar. Slowly add 4 tbsp olive oil, 

and whisk until thickened. Season. Serves 4.

Low-fat creamy tarragon Mix 200g half-

fat fromage frais with 2 tsp tarragon vinegar 

and 2 tbsp chopped fresh tarragon. Serves 4.

Crispy bacon Whisk 4 tbsp sunflower oil 

with 2 tbsp red wine vinegar. Set aside. Fry  

4 chopped streaky bacon rashers until crisp, 

remove to a plate. Keep the pan on the heat, 

add the sunflower oil mixture and stir well, 

then return the bacon to the pan. Serve hot  

– it’s lovely over a spinach salad. Serves 4.

These easy-peasy dressings will transform your summer eating!

For a crisp 
salad, put the 
dressing at the 

bottom of the bowl, 
top with the leaves 

and toss just 
before serving
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ENTERTAINING MADE EASY

One-pot roast
Have a roast dinner for the       two of you on the table in an hour 

O Serves 2
O Takes 10 mins, plus 50 mins in the oven
O £2.19 a portion
O 576 kcals, 39g fat, 15g sat. fat a portion
O Not suitable for freezing   

2 chicken legs

4 tsp olive oil

6 carrots, cut into long, chunky pieces

2 large beetroots, peeled and cut  

into wedges

FOR THE SAUCE

1 shallot, finely chopped

1 tbsp poppy seeds

1 tsp sweet paprika

200ml chicken stock 

1 tbsp clear honey

rind of  1 lemon, plus juice of  ½  

150ml pot soured cream

½ small pack fresh parsley

1 Start cooking the chicken

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Put the chicken on a large baking tray, 

drizzle with 1 tsp oil and season well. Roast in 

the oven for 20 minutes.

2 Add the carrots and beetroot

Toss the carrots and beetroot wedges in  

2 tsp oil and some seasoning, scatter around 

the chicken and return the baking tray to the 

oven for 30 minutes more.

3 Make the sauce

Meanwhile, heat the remaining 1 tsp oil in a 

pan, add the shallot and poppy seeds, and cook 

for 5 minutes. Add the paprika, chicken stock, 

honey, lemon rind and juice, and simmer until 

the liquid has reduced by half. Add the soured 

cream and some seasoning and bubble for  

2 minutes, then add half  the parsley. Keep 

warm until the chicken is ready. Remove the 

chicken and veg from the oven, scatter with the 

remaining parsley and serve with the sauce.

Roast chicken and roots with lemon and poppy seed sauce 

Perfect 
on its own, 

or serve with 
mash, cooked 
basmati rice or 

couscous
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O�Serves 4
O�Takes 20 minutes, plus 1½ hours cooking 

and marinating time
O�£2.46 a portion
O�723 kcals, 45g fat, 20g sat. fat a portion
O�Not suitable for freezing

8 skin-on chicken pieces

4 tbsp vegetable oil 

1 onion, thinly sliced

2 spring onions, sliced on the diagonal

½ green pepper, thinly sliced

125ml white wine

4 cloves of  garlic, finely chopped

1 small piece of  fresh root ginger,  

peeled and finely grated

700ml chicken stock

350ml coconut milk

3 tbsp tomato purée

2 bay leaves

450g ripe plantains (or unripe bananas), 

peeled and cut into 2.5cm chunks

3 tomatoes, peeled, deseeded and sliced 

4 tbsp fresh chopped coriander

1 Prepare and brown the chicken

Put the chicken in bowl with 2 tbsp of  the 

oil, salt and pepper. Rub the chicken all over 

with the oil. Cover the bowl and leave at 

room temperature for 15-30 mins. Put a large, 

flameproof  casserole on a medium heat and 

brown the chicken lightly, skin-side down, in 

the remaining oil. Transfer the chicken to a 

clean bowl and cover with foil, making sure no 

steam can escape.

2 Fry the veg

Add the onion, spring onions and pepper to the 

casserole and cook in the leftover oil, stirring 

often until soft. Add the white wine and reduce 

the liquid by half, using a wooden spoon to 

scrape up the brown bits. Add the garlic and 

ginger and cook, stirring, for another minute. 

Add the chicken stock, coconut milk, tomato 

purée and bay leaves and bring to the boil.

3 Finish cooking

Reduce the heat to the lowest setting. Add the 

chicken and the juices from the bowl, then 

season. Simmer for about 1 hour, covered, until 

the chicken starts to become tender. Add the 

plantains (or bananas), then cover and simmer 

until soft but not mushy. If  it's too runny, 

uncover the pan and continue to simmer for a 

few minutes until thickened. Season. 

4 Garnish and serve

A few minutes before serving, add the 

tomatoes. Garnish with the coriander and 

serve with cooked white rice. 

FLAVOURS
If  you’ve never tasted Brazilian food before, have a go at these recipes  
– they take lots of familiar ingredients and give them an exotic twist

Watch the 2014 Fifa World Cup, starts 12th June on the BBC

Chicken and plantain moqueca



 Sweet and spicy

O�Makes 20 skewers
O�Ready in 20 minutes
O�19p each skewer
O�62 kcals, 5g fat, 3g sat. fat each skewer
O�Not suitable for freezing

2 tbsp sugar

25g butter

a pinch of  ground cinnamon

a pinch of  smoked chilli powder

225g pineapple, drained or peeled and   

 cored if  fresh and cut into 1cm cubes

175g manchego cheese, cut into cubes

1 Make the sugar syrup

Put the sugar in a small frying pan with 1 tbsp 

water. Cook over a high heat for 2-3 mins, until 

it turns a light amber colour. Watch it carefully 

so it doesn't overcook.

2 Add the butter and spices

Add the butter and swirl the pan around. 

Everything will splash and bubble so be 

careful. When the butter is well blended with 

the caramelised sugar, turn the heat to low and 

add the spices. Cook the sauce for about  

2 minutes, until thickened.

3 Caramelise the pineapple

Add the pineapple cubes and swirl the pan 

around, so the pineapple caramelises in the 

sauce and becomes lightly golden brown, but 

not mushy. Season.

4 Assemble the skewers

Pour the pineapple and sauce onto a flat plate. 

While the fruit is hot, put a piece of  pineapple, 

and then a piece of  manchego onto each 

skewer. Serve immediately. 

Pineapple manchego skewers  

These recipes are adapted 

from Cook Brazilian 

by Leticia Moreinos 

Schwartz, £15.99, Kyle 

Books. For more recipes 

with a South American 

flavour Leticia’s new book 

Rio De Janeiro: The 

Cookbook is out now too.

Brazilian fish stew 
O�Serves 4
O�Takes 20 minutes, plus 30 mins cooking and 

marinating time 
O�£2.33 a portion
O�456 kcals, 31g fat, 11g sat. fat a portion
O�Not suitable for freezing

1 spring onion, chopped

1 onion, chopped

1 small piece of  fresh root ginger, peeled 

and finely chopped

4 large cloves of  garlic, finely chopped

5 tbsp vegetable oil 

2 tbsp olive oil

4 tbsp fresh chopped coriander

550g firm white fish, cut into 5cm chunks

1 small green pepper, chopped 

1 small yellow pepper, chopped 

350ml fish stock

225ml coconut milk

2 tbsp tomato purée 

1 tbsp lemon juice

85g canned palm hearts, drained & chopped

2 tomatoes, peeled, deseeded and sliced 

(or 2 plum tomatoes from a can, drained)

1 Prepare the marinade for the fish

In a bowl, mix together half  the spring onion, 

half  the onion, half  the ginger and half  the 

garlic. Add 2 tbsp of  the veg oil, all of  the olive 

oil and half  the coriander. Put the fish in a  

zip-lock plastic bag, tip in the marinade, and 

rub it around the fish to coat. Remove all the 

air from the bag and seal it well. Put the fish in 

the fridge for 3 hours. 

2 Soften the onion and finish the sauce

Take the fish out of  the fridge 30 minutes 

before cooking. Turn oven to fan 160C/ 

conventional 180C/gas 4. Put the rest of  the 

veg oil in a large pan over a medium heat. Add 

the remaining spring onion, onion and peppers 

and cook until they’re soft. Add the remaining 

garlic and ginger and mix well. Cook for 

another minute or so, or until hot. Add the fish 

stock and bring to the boil. Add the coconut 

milk and tomato purée, and bring back up to 

the boil, then reduce the heat to simmer the 

sauce gently for about 12-15 minutes.

3 Cook the fish

Meanwhile, spread the fish and marinade out 

in a large, shallow ovenproof  dish. Pour the 

lemon juice on top and season. Bake in the 

oven, covered, for about 10-12 minutes, until 

almost cooked through. Carefully transfer 

each chunk of  fish to the pan with the sauce. 

Pour in any remaining juices from the fish and 

marinade, and then cook the fish in the sauce 

over a low heat, with the pan covered, until  

the fish is soft and tender (this will take about 

5-8 minutes). Uncover the pan, add the drained 

palm hearts and tomatoes and warm through. 

Taste the sauce and add some seasoning if  it 

needs it. Sprinkle with the remaining coriander 

and serve with rice.
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Palm 
hearts play a 

big part in South 
American cooking  

– they look and 
taste like 

artichokes
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Serve the 
lamb on a platter 
with the salad and 
relish on the side, 

together with some 
poppadums – then 
let everyone help 

themselves

ENTERTAINING MADE EASY

These dishes take a bit of time to cook, but they’re so quick to prepare, 
and you can just pop them in the oven while you get on with other things
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O�Serves 6
O�Takes 40 minutes, plus 40 minutes in the 

oven and resting time
O�£1.69 a portion
O�481 kcals, 27g fat, 11g sat. fat a portion
O�Not suitable for freezing
O�

2 tbsp olive oil, plus extra for brushing

3 cloves of  garlic, crushed

3 thyme sprigs

8 large sage leaves, finely chopped

4 x 400g cans chopped tomatoes

3 tbsp red wine vinegar

3 tbsp caster sugar

6 large aubergines, sliced lengthways  

very thinly

100g parmesan (or vegetarian   

alternative), finely grated

85g white breadcrumbs

50g pine nuts

2 x 125g balls mozzarella (or vegetarian  

alternative), torn into small chunks

handful of  basil leaves

1 Make the tomato sauce

Heat the oil in a large frying pan (or wide 

saucepan), add the garlic, thyme and sage, 

and cook gently for a few mins. Tip in the 

tomatoes, vinegar and sugar and gently 

simmer for 20-25 mins until thickened a little.

2 Griddle the aubergine

Meanwhile, heat a griddle (or frying) pan. 

Brush the aubergine slices on both sides 

with oil, then griddle in batches until soft and 

slightly charred (don’t have the heat too high 

or the aubergine will char before softening). 

Remove to a plate as you go.

3 Assemble the dish

In a baking dish, spread a little of the tomato 

sauce over the base. Mix 25g of  the parmesan 

with the breadcrumbs and pine nuts and set 

aside. Top the sauce with a layer of  aubergine 

slices, then season. Spoon over a little more 

sauce, then scatter over some mozzarella, 

parmesan and basil leaves. Repeat the layers 

and finish with the tomato sauce. Scatter 

over the cheesy breadcrumbs and chill for up 

to 24 hours, or bake immediately.

4 Bake

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Bake for 30-40 minutes, until the top 

is crisp and golden and the tomato sauce is 

bubbling. Rest for 10 minutes, then scatter 

with basil leaves to serve.

Spiced roast lamb & lentils
O�Serves 6
O�Takes 20 minutes, plus 1 hour 40 minutes in 

the oven, marinating and resting time
O�£2.47 a portion
O�417 kcals, 24g fat, 10g sat. fat a portion
O�Not suitable for freezing  

2kg leg of  lamb

FOR THE MARINADE

150g natural yogurt 

1 thumb-sized piece of  ginger, finely grated

3 large cloves of  garlic, crushed

1 tbsp tomato purée

juice of  ½ lime

1 tsp each ground cumin, turmeric and   

chilli flakes

1 tsp fennel seeds, lightly crushed

handful of  coriander, finely chopped

1 Marinate the meat

Stir together the marinade ingredients  

and season with ½ tsp ground black pepper 

and 1½ tsp flaky salt. Slash the lamb several 

times on both sides, then rub the marinade  

all over it. Seal into a large food bag or a  

non-metallic container and chill for a few 

hours, or overnight if  you have time.

2 Roast the lamb

Turn oven to fan 200C/conventional 220C/

gas 7. Put the lamb into a foil-lined roasting tin 

and roast for 20 minutes. Turn the oven down 

to fan 170C/conventional 190C/gas 5 and 

roast for 1 hour 20 minutes. Cover loosely with 

foil halfway through cooking. Leave the lamb to 

rest for 20 minutes before carving.

Sides for the lamb
Lentil & tomato salad Boil 250g 

dried puy lentils according to pack 

instructions, drain, rinse, then drain 

again. Mix the juice of ½ a lemon and 

½ a lime, 1 tbsp white wine vinegar 

and a pinch of salt in a bowl, toss in 

1 red onion cut into thin rings. Whisk 

together 2 tbsp olive oil, 1 tsp ground 

cumin, 1 crushed clove of garlic and 

2 tbsp mango chutney, then toss into 

the onions with the lentils, a handful 

of coriander, roughly chopped, 250g 

halved cherry tomatoes and 85g baby 

leaf spinach. Season. Serves 6.

Cucumber relish Mix 350g full-fat 

yogurt with 1 cucumber, peeled and 

sliced, the juice of ½ lemon and ½ tsp 

fennel seeds, crushed. Season. Fold in 

some chopped mint and drizzle with 

olive oil. Serves 6.

Melanzane parmigiana

 Serve with crusty bread
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Tuna empanada pie
O�Serves 4 
O�Takes 20 minutes, plus 40 minutes  

in the oven 
O�£1.12 a portion 
O�537 kcals, 30g fat, 11g sat. fat a portion 
O�Suitable for freezing   

1 tbsp olive oil

1 onion, finely chopped

1 clove of  garlic, crushed

3-4 medium potatoes, cubed

2 carrots, diced

2 red peppers, diced

1 tbsp smoked paprika

1 tsp each dried oregano and thyme

2 tbsp tomato purée

300ml vegetable stock

185g can tuna in spring   

 water, flaked

500g pack shortcrust pastry

1 egg, beaten

1 Fry the veg

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 

200C/gas 6. Fry the onion, garlic, 

potatoes and carrots in oil for  

5 minutes until softened. Add the 

peppers, paprika, herbs and tomato 

purée, and cook for 5 minutes more.

2 Simmer the filling

Add the stock, bring to the boil, then 

simmer until the stock is absorbed and the 

vegetables are tender. Add the tuna.

3 Roll out the pastry

Roll a quarter of  the pastry into a 22cm circle 

(for the lid). Roll the remaining pastry to line a 

22cm loose-bottomed tin, allowing the pastry 

to come over the edges of  the tin.

4 Add the filling to the pie

Fill the pie with the tuna mixture and top with 

the pie lid. Brush the edges with beaten egg, 

then fold over the sides and press down with a 

fork to seal. Make two holes in the top, brush 

with egg and bake for 35-40 minutes until 

golden. Leave to cool slightly, then serve.
 Tastes good cold too

ENTERTAINING MADE EASY

tunaTake a  
   can of

It’s a storecupboard staple and these  
tasty ideas are ideal when you need 
to rustle up a quick dish for four



theeasyway This works well as a 

fabulous main-course summer salad

Try this too...  
Italian tuna saladt  
Turn oven to fan 100C/conventional 120C/

gas ½. Put 500g stale, chunky bread, cut 

into chunks, onto a baking tray. Bake for about 

1 hour, or until crusty and dry. Put the bread 

into a large bowl and sprinkle with a little water 

and add 1kg very ripe tomatoes, quartered 

(reserve the juice), to the bowl. Drizzle with  

6 tbsp olive oil. Add 18 anchovy fillets and 

a handful of  black olives, pitted and halved, 

and toss well using your hands. Add 1 celery 

heart, chopped, and 2 handfuls of  basil 

leaves and toss well again. Add 1 large red 

onion, finely chopped, 1 red and 1 yellow 

pepper, both deseeded and cut into chunks, 

and 1 small cucumber, thinly sliced, and toss 

everything well. Mix in 500g canned tuna 

in olive oil, drained and flaked, the reserved 

tomato juice and 2-3 tbsp olive oil, to taste. 

Serve with crusty bread, if  you like. Serves 4. 

Use 1 tsp 
dried parsley or 

mixed herbs instead 
of chives if you prefer. 

Serve with extra 
mayo and a 
mixed salad

O�Serves 4 
O�Takes 20 minutes, plus chilling time 
O�  98p a portion 
O�467 kcals, 22g fat, 3g sat. fat a portion 
O�Suitable for freezing 

450g potatoes, quartered

2 tbsp mayonnaise, plus extra to serve

2 x 185g cans tuna, drained

198g can sweetcorn, drained

small bunch of  chives, snipped

2 eggs, beaten

100g dried breadcrumbs

vegetable oil, for frying

1 Cook the fishcakes

Boil the potatoes until tender. Drain and 

steam-dry in a colander for a few minutes. 

Tip into a bowl, season and mash. Stir in 

the mayonnaise, tuna, sweetcorn and chives. 

Shape into 4 cakes and chill until firm. Dip 

each cake into the egg, allow the excess to 

drip off, then coat in the breadcrumbs. Fry the 

cakes for 2-3 mins on each side, until golden.

Tuna sweetcorn cakes



Taste of Italy
Andrew Graham-Dixon and Giorgio Locatelli’s travels around Italy 
on TV recently made us want to pack our bags and go on our own 
journey. To get us in the mood, here are a few of our Italian favourites

Lasagne
O Serves 6 
O Takes 40 minutes, plus 1 hour 45 minutes 

cooking time
O £1.88 a portion 
O 447 kcals, 19g fat, 9g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing

FOR THE MEAT SAUCE

1 tbsp olive oil

1 onion, chopped

2 medium carrots, diced

3 cloves of  garlic, finely chopped

250g lean rump steak, trimmed of  fat, 

thinly sliced, then very finely chopped

250g lean minced pork

100ml red wine

2 tbsp tomato purée

400g can plum tomatoes

½ tsp ground nutmeg, plus an extra pinch

handful of  basil leaves, torn

FOR THE OTHER LAYERS

300g fresh spinach

1 egg, beaten

250g ricotta

handful of  flat-leaf  parsley leaves, chopped

6 fresh lasagne sheets (about 175g)

125g ball mozzarella, roughly chopped

50g parmesan, coarsely grated

200g cherry tomatoes  

basil leaves and salad leaves, to serve

1 Make the meat sauce

Heat the oil in a large sauté pan, and fry the 

onion for 5 mins until golden. Add the carrots 

and garlic and fry for 2 mins more. Stir in the 

steak and pork and cook over a high heat until 

the meat is no longer pink. Stir in the wine, 

then cook for 1-2 mins until reduced. Add 

the tomato purée, tomatoes and 2 tbsp water, 

stirring to break up the tomatoes. Add ½ tsp 

nutmeg and some pepper, cover, then simmer 

for 1 hour, stirring occasionally. Mix in the basil. 

2 Prepare the other layers

Put the spinach into a bowl, pour over boiling 

water, tip it into a colander and run under cold 

water. Drain and squeeze out the excess. Mix 

the egg with the ricotta, parsley, a pinch of nutmeg 

and pepper. Soak the lasagne sheets in a single 

layer in boiling water for 5 mins. Drain. Heat 

oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/gas 6.

3 Layer up and bake 

Spread some sauce to barely cover the base of  

a baking dish (20 x 29 x 6cm deep). Cover  

with 2 sheets of  lasagne, then spread over half  

the remaining sauce. Cover with 2 lasagne sheets, 

then scatter over the spinach. Spread the ricotta 

mixture on top and cover with 2 lasagne sheets. 

Spread with the rest of  the sauce, then scatter 

over the mozzarella and parmesan to just cover 

the meat. Top with cherry tomatoes, season 

with pepper, then cover with foil. Bake for 

35 mins, remove the foil and bake 5-10 mins 

more. Scatter with basil and serve with salad.

Inspired by Italy Unpacked on BBC Four

Make 
our cover 
recipe!
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 Let everyone choose their own toppings

Summer holiday pizza
O Serves 6 
O Takes 30 mins, plus proving and 15 minutes 

in the oven 
O 89p each pizza (with the topping pictured) 
O 341 kcals, 5g fat, 1g sat. fat each pizza 

(without the topping) 
O Suitable for freezing (uncooked) 

FOR THE DOUGH

500g strong white bread flour, plus  

extra for dusting

small pinch of  sugar

7g sachet fast-action dried yeast

2 tbsp olive oil, plus extra for greasing

300ml warm water

FOR THE SAUCE

1 clove of  garlic, crushed

400ml passata

1 tbsp tomato purée

1 tsp dried oregano

handful of  basil leaves, snipped

small pinch of  sugar

1 tsp red wine vinegar

FOR THE TOPPINGS

Choose from ham, red peppers, black 

olives, salami, mozzarella, cherry 

tomatoes, cheddar, tuna and sweetcorn

1 Make the dough

Put the flour, sugar and yeast in a bowl and 

make a hole in the middle. Add the oil and 

water. Stir with a wooden spoon to form a 

sticky dough, adding more water if  needed. 

Scatter a little flour over a work surface and 

tip the dough onto it. Knead the dough until it 

is smooth and elastic (about 10 minutes) and 

bring it back into a ball shape. 

2 Prove the dough and make the sauce

Put the dough into an oiled bowl, cover with 

cling film, then leave in a warm place until 

doubled in size. Mix all the sauce ingredients in 

a bowl, stir and then set aside.

3 Roll out the dough

Turn oven to fan 200C/conventional 220C/

gas 8. Brush 2 baking trays with oil. Divide the 

dough into 6 pieces, then roll each piece into a 

rough circle. Carefully lift the circles of  dough 

onto the baking trays and then spoon over the 

tomato sauce.

4 Top and bake

Add your chosen toppings, then bake the 

pizzas for 12-15 mins until golden around the 

edges. Carefully remove from the oven, leave 

to cool slightly, then slide onto a board or plate. 

Serve with a green salad, if  you like.

Homemade pesto Whizz together 50g 

grated parmesan, 2 cloves of garlic, 

120g basil leaves, 100ml olive oil and 

100g toasted pine nuts. Serves 2.

Tomato and squash pizza Top 2 ready-

made pizza bases with 3 tbsp ready-

made pizza tomato sauce. Heat 1 tbsp 

olive oil in a pan and cook 100g cubed 

and peeled butternut squash and 1 tsp 

dried thyme for 5-6 mins, or until tender. 

Season, then sprinkle the topping over  

the pizza base. Bake the pizzas for  

10-12 mins, or until cooked. Serves 2.

Italian green salad Put 100g crisp 

mixed salad, 1 carrot, peeled and finely 

diced, ½ small, diced red onion and  

1 red pepper, cut into rings, into a bowl. 

Put 1 tbsp grated parmesan, 1 tsp sugar, 

2 tbsp lemon juice and 5 tbsp oil into 

a jar with a fitted lid. Season and then 

shake well. Pour over the salad just before 

serving. Serves 4-6.

Pea and mint sauce Heat 300g mushy 

peas in a pan, stir in 1 tbsp mint sauce, 

heat, then pour over cooked pasta and 

sprinkle with grated parmesan. Serves 4. 

More quick ideas to try
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Lunch
Rolling the pork belly helps keep the meat lovely and moist 
– plus you get lots of gorgeous crackling everyone will enjoy 

theeasyway For even crispier skin, put the pork under a hot grill for a few minutes

UNDER
£3.50!

Per person

 DESSERT – pretty in a cup MAIN COURSE – delicious!

 SIDE DISHES – easy and tastyTry our menu!

MAIN COURSE
Rolled pork belly
O Serves 6 (plus leftovers) 
O Takes 35 minutes, plus 3 hours in the oven 

and marinating and resting 
O £2.07 a portion 
O 656 kcals, 44g fat, 13g sat. fat a portion 
O Suitable for freezing  

4 tbsp olive oil

1 onion, chopped

2.25kg pork belly, boned, skin on

small bunch of  parsley, chopped

small handful of  thyme, leaves only

10 sage leaves, chopped

50g fresh breadcrumbs

140g dried apricots, chopped

1 tbsp flaky sea salt

2 tbsp clear honey

1 Make the stuffing

Heat 1 tbsp of  the oil in a small frying pan. 

Add the onion and cook for 10 minutes, until 

golden. Trim off  100g of  the pork from the 

meaty side – if  there’s a chunk of  meat on one 

side where the ribs have been removed, leave 

this on, as it will help you roll it. Whizz the pork 

trimmings in a food processor, then tip into a 

SIDE DISHES
Crispy roasties
Cook 1kg baby new potatoes in boiling 

water for 10 mins until tender, then 

drain and leave to steam-dry for a few 

minutes. While the pork is resting, lower 

the oven to fan 180C/conventional 

200C/gas 6. Drizzle 2 tbsp oil over a 

flat, sturdy baking tray and tip in the 

potatoes. Add 2 tsp fennel seeds and 

season with 1 tbsp sea salt and some 

black pepper, tossing everything to 

coat. Gently squash the potatoes with a 

potato masher to just break the skins. 

Drizzle with 2 tbsp oil and bake for 45 

mins until crispy and golden. Serves 6. 

Apple greens 
Heat 2 tbsp olive oil in a wok. Add 1 

head spring greens, shredded, 1 fennel 

bulb, finely sliced (reserve fronds), and 

2 green apples, finely sliced. Season 

and stir-fry for 2-3 mins. Add the juice 

of ½ lemon and cook for 1 min more, 

until tender but still with a little bite.  

Top with the reserved fronds. Serves 6.

bowl with the herbs, breadcrumbs, apricots, 

onion and 2 tbsp oil. Season and mix well.

2 Prepare the meat

Turn the pork belly so that it's skin-side up. 

Using a sharp knife, score the skin at 1cm 

intervals and rub the salt all over. Turn the 

pork over and season a little more, then brush 

the honey over the flesh. Put the stuffing down 

the centre, then bring the 2 ends together and 

roll tightly. Flip the pork over so the ends meet 

underneath and tie with string to secure. Put 

the meat on a wire rack in a roasting tin and 

transfer to the fridge. Leave it uncovered for a 

few hours (or up to 24 hours if  you have time) 

so the skin has time to dry out and the meat 

takes on all the lovely stuffing flavours.

3 Roast the pork

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Rub the pork with 1 tbsp oil and a little 

more salt. Roast for 30 mins. Turn the oven 

down to fan 140C/conventional 160C/gas 4 

and cook for 2 hours more. Turn the oven back 

up to fan 200C/conventional 220C/gas 7 and 

cook for 30 minutes more, to crisp up the skin. 

Remove from the oven, cover with foil and 

leave to rest for 45 minutes before carving.



Turn over for a delicious 
and very pretty dessert
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O�Serves 6 
O�Ready in 20 mins, plus 50 mins in the oven 
O�70p a portion 
O�715 kcals, 49g fat, 16g sat. fat a portion 
O�Suitable for freezing  

250g passion fruit or lemon curd

4 ripe passion fruits, seeds and pulp only

3 large eggs

100g caster sugar

85g butter, melted

100ml milk

140g plain flour

½ tsp baking powder

icing sugar, to dust

clotted cream, to serve (optional)

1 Mix the curd and fruit together

Turn oven to fan 140C /conventional 160C/

gas 3. Line a large, deep roasting tin with a 

tea towel, set aside, and boil the kettle. Put 

100g of  the curd in a bowl, mix the remaining 

curd with the passion fruit seeds and pulp, and 

divide between 6 sturdy, heatproof  teacups or 

ramekins (about 200ml each in size).

2 Make the batter

Whisk the eggs and sugar together in a  

bowl until pale and fluffy (about 5 minutes). 

Add the reserved curd, butter, milk, flour and 

baking powder. Fold the mixture together with 

a spatula until there are no visible lumps of  

flour, then divide between the teacups.

3 Bake the puddings

Put the teacups (or ramekins) in the roasting 

tin. Carefully fill the tin with hot water (but not 

boiling) from the kettle to come about halfway 

up the sides of  the teacups, being careful not 

to get any water in the cups. Bake the puddings 

for 50 minutes, until risen and golden. Once 

cooked, you can cool the puddings and chill 

for up to a day (or wrap in cling film and 

freeze for up to 2 months). To reheat, bring 

to room temperature first, then put into a hot 

water bath in the oven and bake for 15 mins 

at fan140C/conventional 160C/gas 3. Before 

serving, dust each pudding with a little icing 

sugar and put a spoonful of  clotted cream on 

top, if  you like. 

DESSERT
Passion fruit puddings

Use sturdy 
ramekins to 

avoid breaking the 
family china! To make 

these ahead of  
time, they can be 
frozen for up to  

2 months
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A new way with
choux pastry
It isn’t as tricky to make 
as you might think – 
and it’s really versatile

Cheesy choux ring 
O Serves 6  
O Takes 30 mins, plus 1 hour 10 mins in the oven  
O  76p a portion  
O 515 kcals, 39g fat, 23g sat. fat a portion  
O Not suitable for freezing   
O

100g butter

140g plain flour

2 tsp thyme leaves, plus sprigs to decorate

3 eggs

50g stilton (or vegetarian alternative), 

crumbled

FOR THE FILLING

200g sweet potatoes, peeled and  

cut into cubes

1 tbsp olive oil

3 large leeks, trimmed and sliced

200ml crème fraiche

50g stilton (or vegetarian alternative), 

crumbled

1 Make and bake the pastry

Melt the butter in a pan with 250ml water. 

Meanwhile, in a bowl, mix the flour with 1 tsp 

thyme leaves and ½ tsp salt. When the butter 

has melted, turn up the heat until boiling. Take 

off  the heat, then pour into the flour and beat 

until smooth. Spread it over a plate to cool.

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/ 

gas 6 and line a large baking tray with baking 

parchment. Return the dough to the bowl and 

whisk in the eggs, one at a time, until smooth. 

Spoon 6 large spoonfuls onto the tray in a ring, 

leaving about 3cm between each. Scatter with 

the cheese, then bake for 40-50 minutes until 

risen, golden and crisp to the touch. Remove 

and cool. (If  making ahead, wrap the tray in 

cling film and chill for up to 24 hours.)

2 Make the filling

Sauté the potatoes in the oil for 5 mins. Add 

a little water, cover and cook for 5 mins, 

then uncover and add the leeks and the rest 

of  the thyme. Cook for 10 minutes, stirring 

continuously, then add the crème fraiche and 

bubble for 2 mins. Season, then sprinkle over 

the cheese. (Can be chilled for up to 24 hours.)

3 Assemble and bake

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6 and halve the choux through the middle 

(either as a whole or break into individual 

buns). Spoon in the filling, reassemble, then 

bake for 15-20 minutes. Serve scattered with 

the remaining thyme.

Serve with... 
Hot red cabbage slaw
Heat 3 tbsp olive oil in a large pan. Add 

1 clove of garlic, crushed, 1 red cabbage, 

thinly sliced, 1 red onion, thinly sliced,  

3 carrots, peeled and grated, and  

½ celeriac, peeled and grated. Fry until 

soft, but with a slight crunch. Push the 

veg to one side, then add 140g demerara 

sugar and 150ml sherry vinegar. Bubble 

for 10 mins, then stir the veg through. 

Remove from the heat. Stir in 15g raisins 

and 15g toasted pine nuts. Serves 6.

 Full of flavour 
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Dip the 
moulds quickly 

in warm water to 
help you loosen the 

lollies, ready to 
decorate them

Inspired by the tennis at Wimbledon

Fromage frais ices
O�Makes 12 
O�Takes 20 minutes, plus freezing 
O�31p each lolly 
O�94 kcals, 2g fat, 1g sat. fat each lolly 
O�Suitable for freezing

1 unwaxed lemon, chopped (leave the 

skin on, but remove any pips)

450g strawberries 

140g caster sugar

360g strawberry fromage frais

300g white chocolate, chopped,  

and hundreds and thousands, to 

decorate (optional)

1 Make the strawberryade

Put the lemon and strawberries in a food 

processor with the sugar and 300ml water, 

then whizz the ingredients together until finely 

chopped. Put the fruit in a sieve over a large 

bowl and firmly press the juice through with 

a wooden spoon until you have about 750ml 

strawberryade. Keep in the fridge.

2 Make the lollies

Whisk the fromage frais into the strawberryade 

until smooth. Pour the mixture into lolly moulds, 

insert lolly sticks, then freeze overnight or until 

solid. Leave in the moulds until ready to eat. 

3 Decorate the lollies

Melt the chocolate, then cool. Swirl the ends 

of  the lollies in the chocolate, sprinkle with 

hundreds and thousands (if  using) and re-freeze 

on a baking sheet lined with baking paper.

Try this too...
The strawberryade is lovely on its  

own too – follow the recipe to the end  

of  step 1, then keep it in a jug covered 

in the fridge and serve chilled with ice 

and a strawberry garnish. 

Strawberries

Turn a punnet of strawberries 
into something special to enjoy 
while you settle down to watch 
all the action on Centre CourtSimply
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Serve in your prettiest 

bowl and let everyone 

help themselves

Eton mess trifle
O�Serves 8 
O�Ready in 40 minutes 
O�69p a portion 
O�515 kcals, 37g fat, 22g sat. fat a portion 
O�Not suitable for freezing

1 small, ready-made swiss roll, sliced

450g strawberries, hulled

500ml double cream 

1 tsp vanilla paste

2 tbsp icing sugar

150ml natural full-fat yogurt

16 ready-made mini meringues

1 tbsp toasted flaked almonds

FOR THE SAUCE

140g strawberries, chopped

30g caster sugar

1 tsp vanilla paste

100ml sweet sherry

1 Make the sauce 

Put the sauce ingredients in a pan, bring to a 

simmer and bubble for a few mins until the 

sugar has dissolved. Whizz the strawberries 

until smooth, then sieve into a bowl to remove 

the seeds. Leave to cool.

2 Make the trifle

Arrange the swiss roll slices on the sides 

and bottom of  a large bowl or shallow dish 

and drizzle over 4 tbsp of  the sauce. Cut just 

enough strawberries in half  to line the edge  

of  the bowl and put them, cut-side facing out, 

on top of  the swiss roll layer. Save about  

8 strawberries for the top of  the trifle, then 

slice the remaining ones and mix with 2 tbsp 

of  the sauce. Put the cream in a bowl and whip 

softly with the vanilla paste and icing sugar. 

Fold in the yogurt and lightly ripple through the 

strawberry sauce. Tip half  the cream into the 

trifle bowl, add the sliced strawberries, then 

half  the meringues. Spoon in the remaining 

cream. Slice the remaining 8 strawberries into 

halves or quarters and use these to decorate 

the top, together with the remaining meringues 

and the flaked almonds. Serve immediately.

O�Serves 6 
O�Takes 20 minutes, plus chilling 
O�£1.47 each 
O�296 kcals, 0g fat, 0g sat. fat each 
O�Not suitable for freezing

200g caster sugar

450g strawberries, hulled and quartered,  

plus 12 extra for decoration, quartered

6 sheets leaf  gelatine

750ml prosecco or sparkling wine

1 Make the strawberry syrup

Put 150ml water and the sugar in a large pan 

and heat gently until the sugar has dissolved. 

Add the strawberries, bring to the boil, then 

bubble for 5 minutes without stirring, until 

the fruit has softened and the liquid is syrupy. 

Strain the syrup through a sieve into a large 

jug (be careful not to push the strawberries 

through the sieve), then leave to cool for a 

few minutes. Discard the cooked strawberries. 

Meanwhile, soak the gelatine in a bowl of  cold 

water. When soft, squeeze the excess water 

from the gelatine sheets and stir into the syrup 

until they have completely melted.

2 Pour into glasses

Divide the extra strawberries between  

6 x 200-250ml stemmed glasses. Mix the wine 

with the strawberry syrup, then pour over the 

strawberries. Chill overnight, then serve.

Strawberry and prosecco jellies

 Perfect summer pud
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Make the
most of

pasta
Pasta is one of the best-value, most 
versatile and quick-to-prepare foods 
around. It’s often thought of as a 
‘fattening’ food – but here are five 
reasons why it’s a good to include it 
in your diet, says Barbara Baker

COOKS’ EXTRAS

It’s nutritious
Pasta is packed with nutrients, including 

phosphorus (for bone health), potassium 

(to regulate blood pressure and heartbeat), 

magnesium (for strong bones and muscle 

function) and zinc (for a healthy immune 

system). It’s low in sodium and virtually fat 

and cholesterol-free too. Wholewheat pasta is 

high in fibre and even better for you. 

TOP TIP: It's what you eat with the pasta 

that's key – bulk up vitamins and minerals 

with tomato sauces and leafy vegetables.

It’s diet-friendly 
A typical 100g serving of  cooked 

spaghetti contains just 104 kcals (an 

average woman should consume no more 

than 2000 kcals a day), so unless you’re 

swamping it with very fatty sauces, the 

calorie count isn’t excessive. It’s a great 

source of  complex carbohydrates too, 

which provide a slow, sustained release 

of  energy. It takes the body longer to turn 

complex carbs into sugar and this can help 

you control your weight better – if  there is 

too much sugar for the body to process or 

we can’t burn it for energy quickly enough, 

our bodies convert the sugar into fat instead.

TOP TIP: Avoid too many creamy sauces with 

pasta or you’ll pile on the calories.

It has a low GI (so keeps hunger at bay) 
Foods with a low Glycemic Index (GI) don’t cause sugar in the blood to rise too quickly and 

help keep you feeling fuller for longer. Pasta of  any shape or size has a fairly low GI. This 

is because the starch is ‘trapped’ inside a network of  protein (gluten) molecules in the 

pasta dough. Low GI foods may also help protect us against a wide range of  diseases. One 

study showed that those who had the lowest GI diets, were the least likely to have type 2 

diabetes, heart disease and breast cancer.

TOP TIP: Cook pasta ‘al dente’ – if  you overcook it, the GI value increases. And don’t throw 

away leftover pasta – cold pasta (eg in a salad the next day) has a lower GI than hot pasta. 

P
enne

Rigatoni

 Quick and healthy
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It’s really versatile
To make the most of  your pasta dish, 

choose the right shape for the right sauce.

O�Spaghetti or linguine: for smooth sauces.

O�Rigatoni, penne and cavatappi: great with 

chunky sauces or in pasta bakes.

O�Tortellini and conchiglie: good with 

tomato or meat sauces – stuff  conchiglioni 

shells with ricotta and spinach, then bake.

O�Farfalle and fusilli: great in pasta salads.

TOP TIP: It’s now easier to find wheat or 

gluten-free pasta (made with corn, rice and 

quinoa) if  you have a food intolerance.

Wholewheat 
pasta provides 

more than a quarter 
of your recommended 
daily fibre intake in one 

portion and extra 
nutrients, like 
selenium and 

vitamin E 

Farfalle

Fusilli

It can be healthy 
Make pasta even healthier by serving it with 

sauces that include two or more of  your five a 

day. Start with antioxidant-rich tomato sauce 

and add stir-fried Mediterranean veg such as 

diced courgettes, peppers, aubergines, onions 

and garlic, for instance. Or add protein-

packed chicken, mix it with heart-healthy, 

omega-3-packed mackerel or fresh tuna or 

add fibre with beans for a hearty but healthy 

Italian-style hot pot. 

TOP TIP: Swap a quarter of  the pasta on your 

plate for vegetables such as broccoli.

Tort
el
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n

i
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Special 
collection of 

tested recipes 
from the 

kitchen

ON SALE 

NOW

Halloumi & red pepper kebabs

Lemon roulade

Make more 
of summer

Find inspiration for your summer cooking – 
with over 100 delicious vegetarian recipes to 

choose from, there’s plenty for everyone
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GET BAKING

 Great treat for a lunchbox

O Makes 16 slices
O Takes 20 mins, plus 45 mins in the oven 

and cooling time
O 54p a slice
O 413 kcals, 23g fat, 9g sat. fat a slice
O Suitable for freezing (without the icing)

butter, for greasing the tin

320g ready-made shortcrust pastry 

sheet (defrosted, if  frozen)

400g gooseberries

3 tbsp elderflower cordial (optional)

25g cornflour

140g caster sugar

FOR THE SPONGE

200g soft butter

200g caster sugar

100g ground hazelnuts

100g self-raising flour

1 tsp baking powder

4 large eggs, beaten

100g icing sugar, sifted

1 tbsp elderflower cordial or water

50g toasted hazelnuts, chopped

1 Blind-bake the pastry case

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional  

200C/gas 6. Grease the base and sides of  a  

20 x 30cm tin. Unroll the pastry sheet and 

use it to line the tin, pressing into the base 

and sides. Line with baking parchment and 

fill with baking beans. Bake for 15 minutes, 

then remove the paper and the beans and  

bake for 5 minutes more. Reduce oven to 

fan 160C/conventional 180C/gas 4.

2 Cook the gooseberries

Put the gooseberries in a pan with 3 tbsp 

water and the elderflower cordial if  using 

(or use 6 tbsp water). Cover and cook for  

5 mins until the berries soften. Mix the 

cornflour and sugar, then stir this into the 

gooseberries and spread over the pastry.

3 Bake and decorate the sponge

Beat the butter, caster sugar, hazelnuts, flour, 

baking powder and eggs until smooth. 

Spread over the fruit and bake for 25 mins 

until golden. Cool in the tin. Mix the icing 

sugar with the cordial (or water) until 

smooth. Drizzle over the cake and scatter 

over the nuts. Cool, then cut into slices. 

cake tin
For the

Try this summery take on a traditional bakewell tart. It freezes 
well, so why not make a second one for another time too? 

Gooseberry and hazelnut slices 
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 Twist on a classic

TREATS
We love our dads, but they’re a nightmare to buy 
presents for! So instead, this year make your dad 

a delicious bake he won’t be able to resist

O Makes 12 
O Takes 25 minutes, plus 30 mins in the oven 
O 44p each 
O 211 kcals, 15g fat, 7g sat. fat each 
O Suitable for freezing  

a small knob of  butter

1 small eating apple, peeled & finely diced

6 chorizo-style cooking sausages

a small handful of  parsley, chopped

375g pack puff  pastry

3 tbsp apple sauce

1 egg, beaten

2 tbsp poppy seeds

1 Cook the apple

Put the butter and apple in a pan and cook for 

5 mins until the apple is soft, then leave to cool.

2 Make the filling

Remove the sausage skins and put the meat in 

a bowl. Add the cooled apple and the parsley, 

and mash everything together with a fork.

3 Assemble the sausage rolls

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Roll out the pastry to about 32 x 20cm. 

Cut in half, so that you now have 2 long, thin 

rectangles. Spoon the apple sauce down the 

centre of  each piece of  pastry. Shape the 

chorizo mixture into 2 long sausages and put 

on top of  the apple sauce. Brush the edges 

of  the pastry with beaten egg, then bring the 

pastry together on one side to enclose the 

filling. Seal by pressing the pastry with a fork.

4 Bake

Cut the sausage rolls into smaller pieces, each 

about 7cm long, and arrange on 2 baking trays. 

Brush with egg, then sprinkle with poppy seeds. 

Cut small slashes into each roll. Bake for  

25-30 mins (you may need to brown the tray 

on the lower shelf  a little longer). Serve warm.

Chorizo and apple sausage rolls

Father’s Day 

Father’s 
Day is on 

Sunday 15th  
June
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GET BAKING

O Makes 2 pies 
O Takes 40 minutes, plus 2 hours 45 mins 

cooking time 
O £2.45 each 
O 1422 kcals, 62g fat, 26g sat. fat each 
O Suitable for freezing  

1 tbsp vegetable oil

1 onion, chopped

300g stewing beef, cut into chunks 

(remove any fatty bits)

2 tbsp plain flour

1 tbsp mustard powder

1 tbsp tomato purée

1 tbsp wholegrain mustard

1 tbsp Worcestershire sauce

2 thyme sprigs

500ml beef  stock

140g chestnut mushrooms, quartered

FOR THE PASTRY

300g plain flour

2 tsp mustard powder

100g light suet

50g cheddar

1 large egg, beaten

1 Make the filling

Heat the oil in a flameproof  casserole.  

Add the onion and cook for about 5 mins, 

until soft. Meanwhile, season the beef  and 

toss with the flour and mustard powder. 

Push the onions to the edge of  the pan  

and add the beef. Brown the meat, then  

add the tomato purée and cook for 2 mins 

more. Add the remaining filling ingredients, 

except the mushrooms. Season, stir well, 

then cover and simmer for 2 hours, stirring 

every now and then.

2 Add the mushrooms

Tip the mushrooms into the casserole and 

cook without a lid for about 10 minutes 

more, until the mushrooms are soft and the 

liquid has reduced to a thick gravy. Leave to 

cool while you make the pastry.

3 Make the pastry

Tip the flour, mustard powder, suet, cheddar 

and ½ tsp salt into a food processor. Whizz 

until there are no visible lumps of  suet, 

then dribble in all but 1 tsp of  the egg 

(you’ll need the rest for glazing the top) 

and enough water, 1 tbsp at a time, to bring 

the mixture together as a dough. Tip onto 

a floured work surface and knead briefly 

until smooth. Remove ¼ of  the pastry, 

wrap in cling film and set aside. Divide 

the remaining pastry into 2 pieces, then, 

on a lightly floured surface, roll out to 

approximately 0.5cm thickness, and use 

each piece to line a 500ml pie tin, leaving 

some pastry hanging over the edges. If  you 

want to cook the pies now, turn oven to fan 

180C/conventional 200C/gas 6

4 Assemble the pies

When the filling has cooled down, divide 

the mixture between the 2 cases. Roll out 

the remaining pastry and cut out 2 lids to 

fit, saving the trimmings. Brush the inside 

edges of  each pie with a little egg, then 

press on the top. Trim the overhanging 

edges and crimp to seal. Brush the top of  

the pies with more egg and cut a small air 

hole in the top of  each one. Use the pastry 

trimmings to decorate.

5 Bake and serve

Put the pies on a baking tray, and bake for 

45 minutes until the pastry is golden brown 

and the filling is hot. Serve with carrots and 

broccoli, if  you like.

Dad’s beef, mushroom and mustard pies

Try these too...
Easy cheesy biscuits 
Turn oven to fan 150C/conventional 

170C/gas 5. In a food processor, whizz 

together 120g plain flour, 120g butter, 

120g grated mature cheddar and  

½ tsp mustard to form a dough. Knead 

briefly, wrap in cling film and chill for 

30 minutes. Roll out the dough to a 

thickness of  5mm. Use a cutter to cut 

out the biscuits. Put the biscuits onto a 

floured baking tray and bake in the oven 

for 10-15 minutes, or until golden and 

crispy. Makes 20.

theeasyway 

Uncooked pies can be  

frozen for up to 2 months. 

Cook from frozen at fan 

180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6 for 1 hour
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Florentine pie
O Serves 4 
O

O £1.13 a portion 
O 587 kcals, 44g fat, 18g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

2 tsp olive oil

400g fresh spinach

250g ricotta

grating of  nutmeg

375g ready-rolled puff  pastry sheet

4 medium eggs

1 Mix the spinach and ricotta

Turn oven to fan 200C/conventional 220C/

gas 7. Heat the oil in a large pan. Add the 

spinach and cook until wilted, then drain and 

squeeze out as much liquid as possible. Mix 

with the ricotta, nutmeg and some seasoning.

2 Bake the pastry base

Lay the pastry on a baking sheet and pinch up 

the edges to form a rim. Prick the base all over 

with a fork, then bake for 15 mins or until the 

pastry is light brown. Remove from the oven.

3 Bake and add the eggs

Press the pastry down if  it has puffed up in 

the middle. Pile in the spinach mixture, leaving 

four spaces for the eggs. Crack an egg into each 

space. Season and bake for 10-15 mins until the 

white is set and yolk is a little runny. 

theeasyway Serve with Italian Avocado Salad: Mix 1 tbsp 

lemon juice with a pinch of salt, 4 tbsp olive oil and finely chopped 

chives. Toss with 200g rocket and 2 sliced ripe avocados. Serves 4

Make a meal 
out of it! – but add some soup or salad 

to these bakes and you’ve got 
yourself a tasty main course 

Make the recipe above to the end of  

step 2, then pile in the spinach mixture. 

Meanwhile, cook 3 sliced red onions 

and a pinch of sugar in 2 tbsp olive 

oil for 15 mins until golden. Spoon the 

onions over the spinach and sprinkle 

with 2 tbsp pine nuts. Bake for 5 mins 

until the pastry is golden. Serves 4.

Turn it into...  
Ricotta and onion tart
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 Tasty and filling

O Serves 4 
O Takes 20 minutes, plus proving and  

30 minutes in the oven 
O 68p a portion 
O 691 kcals, 41g fat, 24g sat. fat a portion  
O Not suitable for freezing   

500g pack ciabatta bread mix

75g ready-made garlic butter, at room 

temperature, plus a little extra  

2 tsp dried oregano

175g grated cheddar 

a little oil, for greasing

1 Flavour the bread dough  

the garlic butter and oregano, then sprinkle 

on the cheese and roll up like a swiss roll. 

2 Cut into slices, prove and bake

Cut into 8 even slices and transfer to a greased, 

round 23cm tin. Arrange 7 slices around the 

outside and put 1 in the middle. Brush with the 

extra garlic butter. Cover with oiled cling film 

and leave in a warm place to puff  up while you 

make the soup (see below). Once doubled in 

size, bake the bread for 25-30 minutes.

GET BAKING

O Serves 3 
O Takes 25 minutes, plus 35 mins in the oven 
O £1.11 a portion 
O 513 kcals, 39g fat, 19g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

250g ready-made puff  pastry 

a little flour, for the tray

1 egg, beaten

2 tsp olive oil

100g bacon lardons

100g ricotta

85g mascarpone

rind of  1 lemon

2 tbsp each chopped chives and parsley

1 tbsp chopped mint

2 tbsp grated parmesan

bunch of  asparagus, trimmed

1 Bake the base and make the filling

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Roll out the pastry to a 15 x 30cm 

rectangle and trim the edges. Transfer to a 

floured baking tray. Lightly score a 1cm border. 

Prick the base with a fork, brush the edges of  

the tart with beaten egg and bake for 15 mins. 

Meanwhile, heat the oil in a pan and fry the 

lardons until golden and crisp. In a bowl, mix 

the ricotta, mascarpone, lemon rind, herbs and 

half  the parmesan with some seasoning.

2 Assemble the tart

Remove from the oven, squash down the 

centre of  the tart and spread with the filling. 

Scatter over the bacon, reserving the oil. 

Put the asparagus in a row along the tart, 

alternating the direction of  the tips. Brush with 

the bacon oil, top with the remaining parmesan 

and bake for 20 mins more. Serve warm.

Tear and share cheesy bread 

Heat 25g garlic butter in a pan until 

foaming. Add 1 peeled and chopped 

onion and 1 peeled and chopped carrot, 

and cook until soft. Pour in 2 x 400g 

cans of plum tomatoes, crumble over a 

vegetable stock cube, add 1 tsp dried 

oregano and simmer for about 20 mins. 

Stir in 100g half-fat crème fraiche. 

Blend and season – it may need a pinch 

of  sugar if  it tastes slightly acidic. Add 

enough boiling water for a good soup 

consistency and keep on a gentle heat 

until the bread is ready. Serves 4.

Serve the bread with... 
Homemade tomato soup
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Bakes made 

healthier

O Makes 30 
O Takes 25 minutes, plus drying-out time 
O 14p each 
O 71 kcals, 3g fat, 1g sat. fat each 
O Not suitable for freezing  

140g pistachios

250g icing sugar

2 egg whites

FOR THE FILLING

25g dark chocolate (70% cocoa solids)

100g low-fat soft cheese

1 Make the macaroons

Turn oven to fan 140C/conventional 

160C/gas 3. Whizz the pistachios and 25g 

icing sugar until fine, then mix with 175g 

icing sugar. Whisk the egg whites until stiff, 

add 50g icing sugar, whisk until thick, then 

fold into the nut mixture. Pipe 10p-coin-size 

blobs onto a baking tray, spaced apart. Poke 

down any pointy tops with a wet finger. 

2 Bake and make the filling

Leave for 30 mins. Bake for 12-15 mins until 

risen. Cool. Mix the chocolate with the cheese 

and sandwich the macaroons together.

Try these flavours too 
Chocolate Instead of whizzing the 

pistachios and sugar in Step 1 above, mix 

140g ground almonds, 175g icing sugar 

and 25g cocoa powder. Add 50g icing sugar 

to the whisked egg whites. Fill with soft 

cheese mixed with a little strong coffee.

Vanilla Instead of whizzing the pistachios 

and sugar in Step 1 above, mix together  

140g ground almonds, 200g icing sugar 

and ½ tsp vanilla extract. Add 50g icing 

sugar to the whisked egg whites. Fill as 

in the main recipe.

These slimmed-down bakes all use clever ingredients to keep the 
sugar and fat content as low as possible for guilt-free enjoyment!

Mini pistachio macaroons

Healthier because…

Using nuts in the meringue 

cuts down on the amount of  

sugar needed and the filling 

uses low-fat soft cheese.
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 Only 1g sat. fat a slice!

O Serves 12 
O Takes 25 minutes, plus 40 mins in the oven 
O 23p a slice 
O 243 kcals, 10g fat, 1g sat. fat a slice 

 Suitable for freezing  

 Make the cake mixture

2 Bake the cake

Spoon the mixture into the tin and level the top. 

Bake for 40 mins, or until a skewer inserted 

comes out clean. Cover loosely with foil for 

the final 10 mins if  it browns too much.

3 Make the syrup

Meanwhile, tip the 85g sugar into a pan with 

the lemon juice and 75ml water. Heat gently, 

stirring, until it has dissolved, then turn up 

the heat and boil for 4 mins until reduced and 

syrupy, and remove from the heat.

4 Add the syrup to the cake

Remove the cake from the oven and cool 

briefly in the tin. While it is still warm, turn 

it out of  the tin, peel off  the lining paper and 

put the cake on a wire rack set over a baking 

tray. Use a skewer to make lots of  holes on 

the top of  the cake. Slowly spoon over half  

the lemon syrup and let it soak in, then spoon 

over the rest, brushing the edges and sides of  

the cake with the last of  the syrup.

Healthier because… We mixed in ground 

almonds and polenta, to intensify the texture 

and colour. We’ve replaced the butter with 

yogurt and rapeseed oil, which is healthier.

GET BAKING
Chocolate brownies
O Makes 12 
O Takes 25 minutes, plus 30 mins in the oven 
O 19p each 
O 191 kcals, 11g fat, 3g sat. fat each 
O Suitable for freezing  

85g plain flour

25g cocoa powder

¼ tsp bicarbonate of  soda

100g caster sugar

50g light muscovado sugar

85g chocolate (70% cocoa solids), melted 

and cooled slightly

½ tsp coffee granules

1 tsp vanilla extract

2 tbsp buttermilk

1 egg, beaten

100g mayonnaise

1 Make the brownie mix

Turn oven to fan 160C/conventional 180C/ 

gas 4. Lightly oil and line a 19cm square, 

5cm deep cake tin. Stir both the sugars into 

the melted chocolate with the coffee, vanilla, 

buttermilk and 1 tbsp warm water. Beat in the 

egg, then stir in the mayonnaise until smooth. 

Mix the flour, cocoa and bicarbonate of  soda, 

sift over the chocolate mixture and fold in. 

2 Bake

Pour the mixture into the tin and bake for 

30 mins, or until a skewer inserted into the 

middle comes out with just a few moist crumbs 

sticking to it. Leave in the tin until completely 

cold, then turn out and cut into 12 squares.

Healthier because… Using mayo instead 

of  butter and some of  the egg lowers the fat. 

Lemon drizzle cake
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Sweet
GET BAKING

Our frosted chocolate cake is perfect if you’ve friends or family 
coming round for tea or a great bake to take as a gift, while our 

yummy cheesecake looks fantastic and tastes delicious!

O Serves 10 
O Takes 10 minutes, plus 1 hour in the oven 

and cooling time 
O £1.11 a slice 
O 513 kcals, 39g fat, 19g sat. fat a slice 
O Suitable for freezing (un-iced)

250g butter, plus a little extra for greasing

140g white chocolate, broken into pieces

250ml milk

1 tsp vanilla extract

250g self-raising flour

¼ tsp bicarbonate of  soda

300g caster sugar

2 large eggs, lightly beaten

FOR THE FROSTING

300g tub full-fat soft cheese

85g butter, softened

100g icing sugar, sifted

50g hazelnuts, finely chopped

1 Make the cake

Turn oven to fan 140C/conventional 160C/ 

gas 3. Grease a deep 23cm cake tin and line 

the base with greaseproof  paper. Put the 

butter, white chocolate, milk and vanilla extract 

in a pan, then heat gently, stirring until melted. 

Mix the flour, bicarb and sugar with a pinch 

of  salt, stir in the melted ingredients and eggs 

until smooth. Pour into the tin, then bake for 

1 hour or until the cake is golden (cover with 

foil after 30 mins). A skewer inserted into the 

centre should come out clean. Cool in the tin. 

2 Make the icing

Beat together the soft cheese, butter and icing 

sugar. Fold in most of  the nuts, spread over the 

cake, then scatter over the remaining nuts.

Hazelnut frosted white chocolate cake

theeasyway To freeze, wrap the cake in cling film and foil at the end of step 1. Use within 1 month

TREATS
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O Makes 14 bars 
O Takes 30 minutes, plus 50 minutes in the 

oven and cooling time 
O 39p each bar 
O 606 kcals, 47g fat, 28g sat. fat each bar 
O Not suitable for freezing  

300g digestive biscuits

140g butter, melted

275g caster sugar

100g blueberries

1 tsp cornflour

900g full-fat soft cheese

4 tbsp plain flour

2 tsp vanilla extract

3 large eggs

200ml soured cream

1 Make the base

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 

200C/gas 6. Line a 20 x 30cm rectangular 

tin with baking parchment. Whizz the 

biscuits to a fine crumb. Add the butter and 

whizz again to combine. Tip into the tin, 

press down firmly to cover the base, then 

bake for 10 minutes. Leave to cool.

2 Warm the blueberries

Tip 25g of  the sugar and all 

the blueberries into a pan. 

Mix the cornflour with 

1 tbsp cold water and 

add to the pan. Heat 

gently until the sugar 

dissolves, then bubble 

for 1-2 minutes until 

saucy. Set aside to cool.

3 Make the filling and 

bake the cheesecake

Whisk the soft cheese with an 

electric whisk until smooth. Add 

the remaining sugar and whisk again. Add 

the flour, vanilla, eggs and soured cream, 

and whisk until smooth and well combined. 

Pour half  the cheesecake mixture over the 

biscuit base, then spoon half  the blueberry 

sauce on top in small blobs. Cover with 

the remaining mixture and smooth with 

a spatula. Drizzle over the remaining 

blueberry sauce, then ripple it 

into the cheesecake with the 

end of  a spoon. Bake for 

10 minutes, then lower 

the heat to fan 90C/

conventional 110C/ 

gas ¼ and bake for 

30 minutes more. 

Turn off  the oven, 

leave the cheesecake 

inside for 1 hour, then 

leave for 1 hour more 

with the door ajar. 

4 Chill and slice

Leave at room temperature until cool, 

then chill for at least 3 hours or overnight. 

Slice into 14 bars. It will keep in the fridge 

for up to 5 days.

Blueberry swirl cheesecake

If you 
don’t have a 

rectangular tin, this 
works just as well 
in a round 23cm 
springform tin 

instead
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Baking
best buys

The Great British Bake Off is a TV  
phenomenon, inspiring millions of us 
to get baking – but without the right 
products it can be time-consuming. To 
help, we’ve rounded up our favourites

Tate & Lyle’s Golden 

Syrup Baking Bottle, 

600g, £1.41, ocado.

com Buy this syrup 

in a squeezy bottle 

instead of a tin (gram 

for gram it’s actually 

cheaper than a 500g 

tin), and you’ll find 

it’s easier to measure 

out as it includes 

markers on the pack 

to show you just how 

much you’re using. It 

has a clever no-spill 

spout too – no drips!

Asda Chosen By 

You Home Baking, 

10 Piping Bags, £2

These silicone-coated 

bags have a textured 

finish so they won’t 

slip while you're 

piping. They're easy 

to fill, super-strong 

and will fit any size 

nozzle and as they're 

disposable there's no 

washing up.

Pyrex Mini Jug, 

£3.75, Sainsbury’s

The supermarkets 

stock a great range 

of branded baking 

products and this 

¼ litre (½ pint) 

jug is one of the 

most useful. It’s 

just the right size 

for measuring out 

exactly the right 

quantities of liquid 

for a breadmaker and 

is ideal for making 

biscuits when you 

just need a small 

amount of liquid 

at hand to adjust 

the consistency of  

the mixture. The 

markings are really 

clear and despite its 

size, the handle is 

easy and comfortable 

to grip and it's easy 

to wash up too.

Northern Dough Co. Wholemeal Pizza Dough, 

2 x 220g, £2, ocado.com We’re big fans of  

ready-made dough and this is frozen so it's 

a great standby product. Defrost the dough, 

then roll it out (no kneading required), add 

toppings and your pizza could be 

ready in just 10 minutes.

Waitrose Cooking Non-Stick Silicone Handle 

Pizza Tray, £9.50 The idea of a pizza tray is 

simple; the holes in the base make for better 

heat distribution, which crisps the base of the 

pizza without the need to preheat the tray. This 

tray is big enough for a 12-inch pizza and has 

silicone handles to make it easy to hold. It's 

good for cooking pastry bases for tarts too – 

you'll never end up with a soggy bottom again!

Sainsbury’s 

Apricot Glaze, 

220g, 99p

Using warm 

apricot glaze 

before icing 

a cake allows 

the icing to stick 

better. Normally you’d 

have to sieve apricot 

jam to remove the 

bits, but this is already 

smooth so you just 

have to warm it before 

using. It gives a shiny 

finish to tarts too.

Sainsbury’s Ready 

To Roll Icing, Soft 

Chocolate Flavour, 

500g, £1.79 This 

saves a lot of time 

and effort when 

you're trying to 

achieve a consistent 

colour and flavour 

throughout your 

icing. It has a really 

nice chocolatey 

taste and is very 

pliable, which means 

it’s really easy to 

knead and roll out 

smoothly, ready to 

lay over a cake. 

Seared 
fruity tuna:

Put 2 tbsp apricot glaze 

and 100ml beetroot juice in 

a bowl and add 4 x 200g tuna 

steaks. Toss to coat. Cook the 

steaks in 2 tbsp hot oil for 

1-2 mins on each side. 

Rest for 2 minutes. 

Serves 4
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COOKS’ EXTRAS

Which icing? 
One question we get asked a lot is which 

icing to use when, so here’s a quick 

guide, plus some ready-made buys to  

try when you’re short of time

BUTTERCREAM The most widely-used 

icing, this is a mix of butter and icing 

sugar. It’s the soft icing you pipe cupcakes 

with or spread in the middle of a sponge 

cake (it's also known as frosting). It’s easy 

to make but for speed buy ready-made 

in tubs. Our favourite is Tesco Vanilla 

Frosting, 400g, £1.50 – it’s light, fluffy 

and easy to spread with a lovely flavour. 

ROYAL The traditional covering for 

wedding cakes, royal icing hardens when 

set to give an almost airtight coating and 

it usually contains egg white to help it 

set. You can buy royal 

icing sugar (sometimes 

called regal) with dried 

egg white already in 

it – just add water to 

make up the icing. 

Silver Spoon Royal Icing, 

500g, £1.09, all large 

supermarkets.

FONDANT A much softer icing  

than royal, but also used for covering 

cakes. (If  you usually buy a Christmas 

cake, chances are it’ll be covered with 

this.) It’s tricky to make – even the 

professionals buy it ready-made!  

You’ll find it in the supermarket either 

labelled as fondant, sugar paste or just 

icing – very confusing! You can buy it 

ready-rolled, but it’s cheaper to buy it in  

a block to roll out yourself. You can now 

get coloured icing too (Sainsbury’s does  

a great range of colours).

GLACÉ Pourable and spreadable before 

setting, this smooth icing is made by 

beating icing sugar into water. Often 

flavourings such as orange, lemon, 

chocolate or coffee are added. It’s typically 

used to coat biscuits or loaf cakes such 

as lemon drizzle and it sets hard with a 

glossy sheen. For Glacé Icing: mix 100g 

sieved icing sugar with 1 tbsp water in a 

basin. Beat until smooth, add colour and 

flavouring as required. The icing consistency 

needs to be thick enough to coat the back 

of the spoon. If  it’s too thin, add a little 

more sieved icing sugar; if  it’s too thick, 

add a few more drops of water, little by 

little. This makes enough for a 20cm cake.

Go Cook Stainless Steel Rolling Pin, £10, Tesco This rolling pin made 

from stainless steel helps keep your dough cool as you roll 

it – simply remove the end and fill the rolling pin 

with cold water. There are handy etched 

measurements on the surface to 

help you cut the dough to 

the perfect size too.

Asda Elegant Living Non-Stick 35cm Muffin Tray, 12-cup, £12  

This no-nonsense steel muffin tray isn’t the prettiest-looking, but it’s 

robust and a good size. When we tried it out, it didn’t warp at high 

temperatures (it goes up to 230C), and was easy to clean. The cups are 

quite deep so you can use it to make individual Yorkshire puddings too. 

Waitrose Cooks’ 

Homebaking Fruity 

Flavoured Confetti, 

60g, £1.25 We 

think these make a 

nice change from 

hundreds and 

thousands or other 

sprinkles. They’re 

little orange and 

strawberry flavoured 

discs in lots of  

different colours. 

They look really 

pretty scattered over 

fairy cakes  

or cupcakes,  

or sprinkled as  

a border on a 

cheesecake. 

M Gold & Silver 

Shimmer Powder, 

3.5g, £2.99, 

Morrisons Brush onto 

cakes to give them a 

pretty, pearly finish. A 

little goes along way: 

each pot decorates 

at least 24 cupcakes. 

They look fantastic on 

a chocolate cake and 

are tasteless so won't 

affect the flavour.  

M Signature All Butter 

Tartlet Cases, pack of 

9, £1.99 Some pastry 

cases are tasteless 

or develop a soggy 

bottom once the filling 

is added. These hold 

plenty of filling, they 

stay crisp and the 

pastry is lovely and 

buttery too. 

Quick 
toffee tarts:

Spoon about 1 tsp 

canned caramel into each 

tart case, and top each 

serving with about  

1 tbsp extra-thick double 

cream. Sprinkle them 

evenly with chopped 

soft toffee

Asda Chosen By You Jungle Friends, pack of 

3 cake decorations, £1.99 Asda has plenty of  

great decorations to choose from. These cute 

animal figures are the perfect finishing touch 

on a children’s birthday cake. They’re easy to 

handle and more robust than they look.

favourite
easycook
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EASY OFFERS

Order our Stonewall® Pan Set of 2 frying pans (24cm and 
28cm, both with lids) – and get a FREE 20cm frying pan

Ordering is easy!
Call the hotline, quoting ECK/005

01483 204455
†

or visit
www.shopatjem.co.uk/easycook

TERMS AND CONDITION Subject to availability. Please allow 28 days for delivery. †Calls cost 5p per minute from a BT landline plus network charges; cost from other networks may vary. **Free gift is subject to availability and you will receive one utensil from the selection shown. 
*Please add £3.95 p&p per order. Delivery is to UK mainland only, some exclusions may apply. Please call for postage quote outside this area. If you are not completely satisfied with your product please call our customer services on 01483 204455 and we will advise you of  
the best way to return the goods. Orders returned within 14 days in perfect condition will receive a no-quibble, money-back guarantee (less p&p). Contract for supply of goods is with JEM Marketing. DATA PROTECTION BBC Worldwide Limited and Immediate Media Company 
Limited (publishers of BBC Easy Cook) would love to keep you informed by post or telephone of their special offers and promotions. Please state at time of ordering if you do not wish to receive these from BBC Worldwide Limited or Immediate Media Company Limited.

These 100% non-stick pans won’t 

flake, stick or burn, and are made 

from an extraordinary hard stone 

coating that’s perfect for light 

healthy cooking without (or with 

minimum) fat or oil. Stonewall®

combines the best of different 

cooking styles, with the fast 

conduction of the aluminium 

base, a scratch-resistant coating, 

a cool-to-touch bakelite handle 

and a practical glass lid with 

steam valve. Suitable for all hob 

types: gas, electric, halogen, 

induction, ceramic and solid 

hotplates. They’re easy to wipe 

clean and dishwasher-safe.  

Only £69.99 plus £3.95 p&p

ONLY
£69.99

plus p&p*

Alternatively, please send a cheque payable to JEM Marketing, with ECK/005 written 

on the back, stating item(s) and colour required to: BBC Easy Cook Reader Offer, JEM House, 

Littlemead, Cranleigh, Surrey, GU6 8ND. Delivery within 28 days to UK Mainland only.

ONE FREE kitchen utensil worth 

£3.99 with every order**

FREE GIFT 
for readers of 

easycook

O  Hard stone coating heats up fast

O  100% non-stick, perfect for healthy cooking

O  Suitable for all hob types

Great-value
frying pans
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Saturday Kitchen’s

James Martin

James is 

the regular 

presenter of 

Saturday Kitchen

‘When the sun finally 
shines, I love an early 
summer barbecue.  
You can prepare a lot 
of this meal ahead, 
and I’ve included 
instructions on how to 
cook the meal indoors 
– just in case the 
British weather gets 
the better of us!’

O Serves 8 (plus leftovers)
O Takes 20 mins, plus 45 mins on the barbecue, 

and marinating and resting time
O £5.26 a portion
O 583 kcals, 43g fat, 21g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

1 boned saddle of  lamb (about 2kg) 

large bunch of  rosemary sprigs

3 cloves of  garlic, chopped

2 lemongrass sticks, woody outers 

removed, then cut in half  lengthways

rind and juice of  3 lemons

200ml olive oil

1 Prepare the meat

Open up the saddle, then put the rosemary, 

garlic and lemongrass along the length of  the 

joint. Season, roll up tightly, then tie with string. 

Lightly score the fat and season all over.

2 Marinate the meat

Mix the lemon rind with the olive oil, then use 

to baste the lamb. Marinate in the fridge for at 

least 2 hours. Bring back to room temperature 

and lift out of  the oil to cook.

3 Barbecue or cook in the oven

When your barbecue is hot and the flames 

have subsided, put the lamb to the side of  

rather than directly over the coals to ensure 

the lamb cooks gently and doesn’t burn. Cook 

for 45 minutes for medium-rare, turning it 

regularly, or longer for well-done. (To cook 

in the oven, cook at fan 200C/conventional 

220C/gas 7 for 20 minutes, then turn down the 

heat to fan 170C/conventional 190C/gas 5. 

Roast for 1 hour 20 minutes, basting with the 

oil every now and again.) Transfer to a platter 

and leave to rest for at least 10 minutes. Pour 

over the lemon juice to serve.

Barbecued saddle of lamb with lemon and rosemary

BBC Easy Cook64
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Taleggio potato parcels
O Serves 8  
O Takes 20 mins, plus 20 mins on the barbecue
O 65p a portion
O 246 kcals, 10g fat, 5g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

1.5kg small new potatoes

8 rashers streaky bacon, chopped  

(or 100g cubed pancetta)

175g taleggio, diced

8 thyme sprigs

1 Boil the potatoes

Bring a large pan of  salted water to the boil, 

add the potatoes, then boil for 10 minutes or 

until just starting to soften. Drain and cool.

2 Prepare the parcels

Cut out 8 x 30cm squares of  foil and the 

same of  greaseproof  paper. Lay a piece of  

greaseproof  on top of  each square of  foil, then 

divide the potatoes between them. Scatter with 

the bacon, taleggio and thyme. Season well, 

then seal the sides of  the foil to make a parcel 

(you can make these up to a day ahead).

3 Cook

Put the parcels to one side of  the barbecue 

and cook for 20 mins while the lamb finishes 

cooking and rests. (Alternatively, roast the 

parcels in the oven at fan 180C/conventional 

200C/gas 6 for about 30 minutes.)

Chargrilled courgettes  
O Serves 8
O Ready in 20 minutes
O 69p a portion
O 59 kcals, 4g fat, 1g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

24 baby courgettes, halved lenthways 

2 tbsp olive oil, plus extra to drizzle

1 clove of  garlic, crushed

8 small bunches of  cherry tomatoes on 

the vine (about 24 tomatoes)

1 Prepare the veg and grill

In a bowl, toss the courgettes with the oil, 

garlic and seasoning. Leave to stand for at 

least 10 mins (or up to 4 hours to make ahead). 

Drizzle a little oil over the tomatoes. Put the 

courgettes and tomatoes onto the bars of  the 

barbecue, directly over the coals (or griddle 

over a high heat if  you are cooking indoors). 

Cook for 4-5 mins, turning, until charred and 

starting to blister. Dress with olive oil, to serve.

Orange crunch creams
O Serves 8
O Takes 30 minutes, plus setting time
O £1.24 a portion
O 736 kcals, 55g fat, 33g sat. fat a portion 
O Suitable for freezing  

rind of  2 oranges

2 x 250g tubs mascarpone

175g crème fraiche

284ml pot double 

cream

200g caster sugar

1 tsp vanilla paste

200g pack shortbread 

biscuits

500g fresh cherries, 

pitted

50g unsalted butter

85g caster sugar

splash of  kirsch or cassis 

(optional)

1 Make the orange cream

Line a 20 x 30cm baking tray (or similar) with 

greaseproof  paper. In a large mixing bowl, beat 

together the orange rind, mascarpone, crème 

fraiche, cream, sugar and vanilla until smooth 

and thick. Tip into the tray, smooth with a 

palette knife, then chill for 2 hours until firm. 

(Can be made up to a day ahead.)

2 Assemble the crunch creams

Meanwhile, put the biscuits into a food bag 

and bash to crumbs with a rolling pin. When 

the orange cream is firm, tip half  the biscuits 

onto a second baking tray. Invert the orange 

cream onto the crumbs. Lift off  the upturned 

tray, remove the paper, then sprinkle with the 

rest of  the crumbs. Using a medium straight-

sided cutter or ring (about 7cm across), cut out 

individual portions – dip the cutter 

into hot water and dry before you 

make each cut into the mix. 

Lift straight onto serving 

plates if  you have room 

in the fridge to store 

them, or transfer onto a 

flat baking sheet lined 

with greaseproof  paper. 

Return to the fridge until 

ready to serve (up to 4 

hours ahead, if  you like).

3 Cook the cherries

Put the cherries, butter, sugar 

and kirsch or cassis, if  using, into 

a pan set on the barbecue. Toss until the 

sugar starts to caramelise and the juice comes 

out from the cherries to make a syrupy sauce. 

Spoon the warm cherries over the cold creams 

and serve straightaway.

See James live on stage at The 

Good Food Show Summer at 

Birmingham’s NEC from  

12-15 June. For details, visit www.

bbcgoodfood showsummer.com
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 John is a 

judge on 

MasterChef

‘The beauty of a wok is that it can be used 
for stir-frying, steaming or even making 
curries. These Asian recipes are perfect for 
an easy and unusual supper,’ says John

MasterChef’s

John Torode

Spicy coconut 
and squash curry
O Serves 4  
O Ready in 40 minutes
O £1.33 a portion  
O 438 kcals, 30g fat, 22g sat. fat a portion 
O Suitable for freezing  

2 butternut squash (about 1kg in weight)

400ml can coconut milk

100ml coconut cream

1-2 tbsp red curry paste

25g palm sugar  

10 kaffir lime leaves  

1 tbsp fish sauce

50g spicy green mango chutney  

100g lime pickle

100g beansprouts

small handful of  mint leaves, to serve

1 Prepare the squash

Peel the squash or pumpkin, scoop out the 

seeds and cut into thick wedges, about 5cm 

long. Heat a wok. Don’t shake the coconut can, 

instead open it and scoop out 200ml of  the 

thick coconut paste. Put this in the wok along 

with half  the coconut cream and cook over a 

high heat until it splits and the oil separates.

2 Finish cooking the curry

Add the curry paste and fry for about 2 minutes 

until fragrant. Add the sugar and cook for  

3 minutes more, then stir in the squash and 

cook for 4-5 minutes so that it’s well coated in 

the spices. Add the rest of  the coconut milk 

and the remaining coconut cream and bring to 

the boil. Add the lime leaves, then turn down 

the heat and leave to simmer for 20 minutes. 

Stir in the fish sauce to taste and add the 

chutney and the pickle. Serve topped with the 

beansprouts and mint, and serve with some 

plain, boiled rice.

theeasyway 

Palm sugar has a really 

rich taste and is available 

from larger supermarkets, 

but you can use dark 

brown sugar if  you  

can’t find it

BBC Easy Cook66
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O Make sure that the wok is hot before 

you add any oil, then swirl it all around 

the surface. If  you get the wok hot and 

keep it hot, it will cook your ingredients 

quickly and evenly. If  it’s too cool, the 

ingredients will stew and become soggy. 

O�Don’t worry if  your wok is a bit 

battered – mine has plenty of  wear and 

tear but nothing ever sticks to it.

O�To clean, heat the wok, add a cup of  

water to it then use the back of  a spoon 

to hold a scourer to loosen any dirt.

See John live on stage at The Good

Food Show Summer at 

Birmingham’s NEC from  

12-15 June. For details, visit www.

bbcgoodfoodshowsummer.com

O Serves 4 
O Ready in 30 minutes
O £1.36 a portion  
O 458 kcals, 34g fat, 7g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

FOR THE FILLING

2 tbsp vegetable oil

2 cloves of  garlic, finely sliced

1 onion, chopped

225g minced pork

140g green beans, cut into thin slices  

2 tsp fish sauce

140g cherry tomatoes, quartered

2 tbsp sugar

juice of  1 lime  

1 tsp freshly ground black pepper

handful of  coriander, chopped

FOR THE OMELETTE

2 tbsp vegetable oil

6 large eggs

1 tbsp fish sauce

handful of  coriander, to serve

1 Make the filling

Heat the wok, add the oil and swirl around 

so it coats the wok and gets really hot. Add 

the garlic and stir-fry for 30 secs until golden. 

Reduce the heat and add the onion. Stir-fry for 

3-4 mins, then add the pork. Cook until golden.

Add the beans and fish sauce to the wok, 

toss, then stir in the tomatoes, sugar and lime 

juice. Bring to a simmer and cook for 5-6 mins 

until the sauce thickens. Add the pepper and 

chopped coriander, set aside and keep warm.

2 Make the omelettes 

Wipe the wok clean, then heat the oil. Whisk 

the eggs with the fish sauce, then pour half  the 

egg mixture into the wok (it will bubble and 

float across the top of  the oil). Cook for 1-2 

mins, then take 2 spatulas and carefully lift the 

omelette onto a clean kitchen towel. Put half  

the pork mixture on top of  the omelette and 

use a kitchen towel to roll it into a cigar shape. 

Cook a second omelette and repeat. Thickly 

slice both omelettes and serve with any 

remaining pork mixture and the coriander.

John’s top tips for 
cooking with a wok

Asian-style omelette with pork
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‘Living and working on the Dorset coast, I love to 
cook with local produce and cooking with fish is very 
important to me too. These recipes make the most of  
all these elements and are easy to cook at home’

MasterChef’s

Mat Follas
 Mat is a 

previous winner 

of MasterChef

Use a 
handful of peas 

instead of pea pods, 
if you prefer. Cook the 

spelt al dente – so 
it’s soft, but has a 

little bite

BBC Easy Cook68
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Pearled spelt salad with 
peas and gooseberries
O Serves 2
O Takes 40 minutes, plus cooling time
O £1.36 a portion
O 185 kcals, 5g fat, 1g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

½ onion, finely chopped

½ large celery stick, finely chopped

1 carrot, finely chopped

50g pearled spelt

¼ fennel bulb, finely sliced, fronds 

reserved

6 pea pods, with peas inside 

½ small bag mixed salad leaves

2 tomatoes, sliced into thin wedges 

3 gooseberries, sliced

rapeseed oil, for drizzling

1 Poach the veg

Put the onion, celery and carrot in a pan with 

200ml water. Bring to the boil, then simmer 

for 15 mins. Add the spelt, cover and simmer 

for 10 mins. Add the sliced fennel and pea 

pods or peas, and cook for 10 mins more, until 

the spelt is cooked. Add a pinch of  salt to the 

water, then strain. Put the spelt and cooked 

vegetables in the fridge to cool for 1 hour.

2 Serve 

Put the salad leaves on a plate, then spoon the 

spelt and vegetables on top. Dress with the 

tomatoes, gooseberries, pea pods and fennel 

fronds. Drizzle with the oil to serve.

O Serves 2
O Takes 15 mins, plus 25 mins in the oven
O £3.36 a portion
O 361 kcals, 8g fat, 2g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

2 small sea bass, scaled and gutted

12 new potatoes, cleaned

small knob of  salted butter

coriander leaves, to serve

FOR THE STUFFING

2 lemongrass stalks

100g chunk of  fresh ginger

3 cloves of  garlic

3 small red chillies, finely chopped

rind and juice of  1 lime, plus extra

 wedges to serve, if  you like

1 Make the stuffing

Turn oven to fan 160C/conventional 180C/

gas 4. Bash the lemongrass with the blunt side 

of  your knife to bruise it, then slice it into thin 

rings. Finely slice the ginger across the grain – 

you can leave the peel on. Squash the unpeeled 

cloves of  garlic to release their aroma. Mix the 

lemongrass, ginger and garlic with the rest of  

the stuffing ingredients in a bowl.

2 Make the fish parcels

Take a piece of  baking parchment about 50cm 

in length and put the 2 sea bass across its 

width. Fill the stomach cavities with most of  

the stuffing mixture, scattering the rest over the 

fish. Season. Fold the sides of  the parchment 

over the heads and tails of  the fish, then roll it 

into a parcel. This will keep in the fridge for a 

few hours. When ready to cook, bake for  

20-25 mins, until the flesh flakes off  the bone.

3 Cook the potatoes

While the fish bakes, put the new potatoes in 

cold water and bring to the boil. Once cooked, 

drain well, slice in half  and return to the pan 

with a knob of  butter.

4 Dish up

Arrange the new potatoes and sea bass on the 

plate, still in the parcel if  you like, and sprinkle 

with the coriander leaves.

More ways with fennel
Fennel soup 

Heat 1 tbsp butter in a pan and gently 

fry ½ finely chopped shallot until soft. 

Add 100g peeled and chopped new 

potatoes and ½ large chopped fennel 

bulb, and sauté for 2-3 mins. Add 

150ml veg stock, boil, then simmer for 

8-10 mins, until tender. Season and cool 

slightly. Add a small handful of chopped 

dill and whizz until smooth. Serves 1.

Griddled fennel 
Put 1 bulb fennel, trimmed and thinly 

sliced, into a steamer or metal colander, 

suspend it over the boiling water, and 

cover with a lid. Steam for 6-8 mins, 

or until just tender. Heat a griddle pan 

over a medium heat, add the fennel, 

and cook for 3-4 minutes on each side, 

or until golden-brown. Drizzle with 

balsamic vinegar to serve. Serves 1.

Sea bass with Thai flavours
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O Serves 4
O Takes 10 minutes, plus 40 mins cooking time
O £1.52 a portion
O 185 kcals, 5g fat, 1g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

olive oil, for frying

4 eggs

4 slices bread, toasted, to serve

FOR THE PISTO

1 onion, chopped

4 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil

2 cloves of  garlic, chopped

2 green and 3 red peppers, diced

4 very ripe tomatoes, chopped

1 bay leaf

4 medium courgettes, diced

FOR THE EMERALD SAUCE

1 bunch flat-leaf  parsley, leaves only

30 large cloves of  garlic, peeled

250ml veg stock

1 Cook the pisto

Fry the onion in the oil, add the garlic and cook 

for a few minutes. Add the peppers and cook 

for 5 mins, then add the tomatoes, the bay and 

courgettes and cook for 30 mins. Remove the 

bay leaf, season and keep warm.

2 Make the emerald sauce

Cook the parsley in a pan of  boiling water for 

1 min. Drain, run under cold water, then shake 

off  the excess. Put the garlic in a pan of  cold 

water, bring to the boil, then drain and repeat 

with a fresh batch of  water. Add the stock and 

simmer until the garlic is soft and the liquid 

syrupy. Purée with the parsley until smooth. 

Season. Add a glug of  olive oil to a pan. When 

smoking hot, cook the eggs to your liking.

‘I’m a big fan of meat-free cooking. The 
secret is in the quality of the ingredients,  
and never, ever to stint on the olive oil or 
butter – so get stuck in and enjoy!’

MasterChef’s

Thomasina Miers
 Thomasina is a 

previous winner 

of MasterChef

Braised summer veg pisto

Serve the 
pisto on toast, 
topped with an 

egg and drizzled 
with the emerald 

sauce
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‘The pressed nature of this sandwich 
allows the flavours to permeate through 
the layers. Try using goat’s cheese instead 
of mozzarella too,’ says Donal

Junior MasterChef’s

Donal Skehan
Donal is 

a judge 

on Junior 

MasterChef

Picnic sandwich
O Serves 8
O Takes 30 minutes, plus pressing time  
O  77p a portion
O 242 kcals, 12g fat, 4g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

long ciabatta loaf, sliced in half  lengthways

3 tbsp olive oil, plus extra for drizzling

1 tbsp balsamic vinegar

2 cloves of  garlic, finely chopped

1 tsp dijon mustard

2 big handfuls of  baby spinach

8 marinated artichoke hearts  

(from a jar)

250g roasted red peppers (from a jar)

8 slices of  prosciutto

large handful of  basil

125g ball of  mozzarella, cut into slices

½ red onion, very finely sliced

1 Toast the bread

Turn oven to fan 180C/conventional 200C/

gas 6. Put the ciabatta halves, crust-side down, 

on a large baking tray in the oven, drizzled with 

a little olive oil for a few mins until just golden. 

2 Make the dressing and layer up

Whisk the oil, balsamic, garlic and mustard. 

Drizzle the cut sides of  the toast with half  

the dressing. Arrange the other ingredients in 

layers – spinach, then the artichokes (drained), 

peppers (drained), prosciutto, basil, mozzarella 

and onion. Drizzle over the rest of  the dressing 

and top with a slice of  ciabatta. Press down 

on the sandwich to squash the layers together. 

Wrap in baking parchment, tie with string. Put 

a heavy baking tray on top of  your sandwich 

and top it with weights or loaf  tins filled with 

baking beans. Chill until you’re ready to eat it. 

Experiment with different 

ingredients so you can ring  

the changes according to  

what you have in the fridge
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‘Here, sautéed chicken is served with 
a salad with a honey dressing. Lime 
blossom honey is good, but any kind of  
clear honey works well,’ says Gerard

The Food Programme’s

Gerard Baker 
Food historian 

Gerard is a regular 

contributor to the 

Food Programme  

Strawberry & Pimm’s jelly
O Serves 4
O Takes 15 minutes, plus overnight straining 

and chilling
O £2.41 a portion
O 269 kcals, 0g fat, 0g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

750g strawberries, plus extra to serve

50g caster sugar, plus extra to taste 

250-300ml Pimm’s No.1

4 sheets leaf  gelatine

lemon juice (optional)

whipped cream and shortbread, to serve

1 Blitz the strawberries and strain

Wash and hull the strawberries, then whizz 

with the sugar. Line a colander with muslin. Put 

the colander over a bowl. Tip the strawberry 

mixture into the colander and let the juices 

drip through overnight (not in the fridge).

2 Add the Pimm’s

In the morning, put the strained juice in a jug 

and add enough Pimm’s to make up to 600ml.

3 Make the jellies

Put the gelatine in a bowl and cover with cold 

water. Leave for 10 minutes to soften, then lift 

out of  the water, squeezing out the excess. In 

a small pan, heat 200ml of  the Pimm’s liquid 

until it is hot to touch, then remove from the 

heat. Add the gelatine to the hot liquid and stir 

to dissolve. Pour back into the remaining cool 

liquid, taste and add sugar or lemon juice to 

balance the flavour.

4 Allow to set

Divide between 4 glasses and chill in the fridge 

for at least 4 hours to set. Top with halved 

strawberries and whipped cream, and serve 

with shortbread.

Honeyed sesame chicken
O Serves 2
O Ready in 30 minutes
O £3.48 a portion
O 185 kcals, 5g fat, 1g sat. fat a portion 
O Not suitable for freezing  

2 tbsp sunflower oil

4 skin-on chicken breasts

2 tbsp clear honey

2 tsp sesame seeds

FOR THE SALAD

1 small cucumber, peeled and deseeded

small piece of  red chilli, chopped

rind and juice of  1 large lime

2 ripe peaches

1 tsp good-quality clear honey

3 tbsp olive oil

2 handfuls of  lamb’s lettuce

1 Cook the chicken

Turn oven to fan 160C/conventional 180C/

gas 4. Heat the sunflower oil in a large frying 

pan over a medium heat. Season the chicken 

with a little salt on both sides and sauté, skin-

side down, for 5 mins until the skin is brown 

and crisp, then turn and brown it lightly all 

over. Transfer to a baking tray and coat each 

breast in the honey. Sprinkle with sesame 

seeds and roast for 10-12 mins, until cooked.

2 Make the salad

Slice the cucumber and toss in a bowl with 

the chilli and lime rind. Tip the peaches into 

another bowl and pour over boiling water, 

then refresh under a cold tap. Peel, then slice 

and add the peaches to the cucumber and 

chilli. Mix the lime juice with the honey and 

oil. Toss with the lettuce and cucumber and 

peach salad and serve with the chicken. 
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You can 
buy muslin 

for straining jelly 
in any good 
bakeware 

shop
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COOKS’ EXTRAS

If  you have ingredients left over from the  
recipes in this issue of BBC Easy Cook, 
here are some great ways to use them up

POLENTA  from Lemon drizzle 
cake, page 57
Creamy squash polenta Heat oven to fan 

160C/conventional 180C/gas 4. Toss 500g 

butternut squash, peeled and diced, with  

2 tsp olive oil and a little salt, then roast for 

40 mins, until tender. Whizz the squash to a 

purée with 100ml milk and keep warm. Cook 

50g polenta according to pack instructions. 

When it’s soft and creamy, stir in the butternut 

purée and 2 tbsp grated parmesan and some 

seasoning. Serve with lamb chops. Serves 2.

PROSCIUTTO   from Prosciutto 
and pepper pizzas, page 16
Creamy pesto with prosciutto dippers

Mix half a 300g tub light soft cheese with  

1-2 tbsp basil pesto to make a dip and scatter 

with a few pine nuts and a drizzle of olive oil. 

Take half a 140g pack grissini sticks and halve 

each stick. Cut 45g prosciutto into strips and 

wrap around the end of each grissini. Serve 

with the dip. Serves 4.

Griddled peaches with prosciutto 

and blue cheese Brush 3 ripe peaches, 

stoned and quartered, with 2 tbsp olive oil and 

grind over a little black pepper. Heat a griddle 

pan, add the peaches and cook for 2-3 mins 

on each side until caramelised. Set aside. Toss 

100g bag rocket in 1 tbsp olive oil and divide 

between plates. Top with 100g crumbled 

blue cheese, 85g prosciutto and the peaches. 

Whisk together 1 tbsp olive oil with 1 tbsp 

balsamic vinegar and spoon over the salad. 

Serves 4.

Use up your          

leftovers
TERIYAKI SAUCE   from Summer 
salmon with papaya salsa, page 14 
Teriyaki noodle broth Pour 1.4 litres 

hot vegetable stock into a pan and heat until 

simmering. Stir in 1 tsp grated root ginger and 

2 tbsp teriyaki sauce and add ½ tsp five spice. 

Add 85g egg or rice noodles and cook for  

3-4 mins, stirring to loosen them. Tip in 200g 

stir-fry vegetables and 85g sliced mushrooms, 

cook for 2 mins, then add 100g cooked and 

shredded roast chicken. Simmer for 2 mins, 

season and serve sprinkled with 1 tsp sesame 

seeds and with chilli sauce on the side. Serves 4.

Teriyaki marinade Mix together 75ml teriyaki 

sauce, 2 tbsp clear honey and 1 tbsp soy sauce. 

Use as a marinade for chicken breasts or  

chicken skewers. Serves 4.  

theeasyway Use a good- 

quality white chocolate for 

cooking and melt it gently



PINE NUTS  from Melanzane 
parmigiana, page 37
Spinach with onions and pine nuts Heat 

1 tsp olive oil in a large lidded pan. Add 1 thinly 

sliced onion, cover, then fry for 15 mins until soft. 

Add 25g butter and 25g pine nuts and fry for  

5 mins more. Stir in 1 sliced clove of garlic, grate 

in a little nutmeg, then fry for 1 min. Add ½ tbsp 

sherry vinegar. Meanwhile put 1 x 500g bag of 

spinach in a large pan, cover for 20 seconds, and 

heat, stirring, until just wilted, then mix with the 

onion and season. Serves 3.

Griddled courgettes with pine nuts Griddle 

3 large courgettes, thickly sliced, over a high 

heat until charred and cooked. Layer on a plate 

and sprinkle over the rind of 1 lemon, 100g feta, 

3 tbsp pine nuts, 1 red chilli, deseeded and 

chopped, and a handful of mint, torn. Drizzle 

over 1 tbsp olive oil. Serves 4.

Date, banana and rum loaf Turn oven to 

fan 160C/conventional 180C/gas 4. Line a 2lb 

loaf tin. Simmer 250g stoned dates in a pan 

with 200ml boiling water for 5 mins. Drain the 

liquid into a jug, then whizz the dates with  

1 large banana, and 100ml of the date liquid, 

until smooth. Stir in 100g chopped pecans, 

200g each raisins and sultanas, 100g polenta, 

2 tsp mixed spice, 2 tsp baking powder, 3 tsp 

dark rum. Whisk 2 egg whites and fold in. Tip 

into the tin, top with extra pecans and bake for 

1 hour until golden. Cool. Cuts into 10 slices.

BLUE CHEESE   from Blue cheese 
salad dressing, page 29
Blue cheese gnocchi Cook 500g fresh 

gnocchi in a pan of boiling water, according to 

pack instructions. Plunge 250g baby spinach 

into the same pan, then drain and shake off the 

excess. Put 100ml crème fraiche in an ovenproof  

dish with 4 tbsp grated parmesan. Add the 

gnocchi and spinach and stir. Crumble 100g blue 

cheese over and season with black pepper. Grill 

until the cheese is bubbling and golden. Serves 4. 

Broccoli, walnut and blue cheese pasta 

Cook 200g penne according to pack instructions, 

but 4 mins before the end add 250g broccoli 

florets. Meanwhile, heat 2 tbsp olive oil in a pan, 

add a handful of chopped walnuts and fry gently 

for 1 min. Drain the pasta, adding 4 tbsp cooking 

water to the walnuts. Return the pasta to the pan, 

add the walnuts and stir in 100g blue cheese to 

melt. Sqeeze over a little lemon juice. Serves 2.

WHITE CHOCOLATE   from 
Hazelnut frosted white chocolate 
cake, page 58
White chocolate fondue Put 100g white 

chocolate, 25g unsalted butter, 70ml double 

cream and 75ml milk into a pan, then heat very 

gently, stirring occasionally, until the chocolate 

is melted. Thread marshmallows onto skewers, 

then toast and dip into the fondue. Serves 2.

White chocolate crème brulée Gently heat 

284ml double cream, 50g white chocolate, 

broken into pieces, and 1 tsp vanilla extract until 

the chocolate has melted. Remove from the heat. 

Heat oven to fan 140C/conventional 160C/gas 3.  

Beat 3 egg yolks and 1 tbsp golden caster 

sugar until pale, then stir into the chocolate 

cream. Pour into 4 ramekins and put into a deep 

roasting tray. Pour boiling water halfway up the 

sides and bake for 15-20 until just set. Chill 

for 4 hours. Sprinkle a little sugar on each and 

caramelise briefly under a hot grill. Serves 4.

USING THESE FOR THE FIRST TIME?
 JAM SUGAR  Used in Strawberry jam, page 76
It contains just the right amount of natural pectin to ensure jams or jellies set 

quickly and retain their fresh, fruity flavour and natural colour. Best used with 

fruits low in pectin such as strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, blueberries, 

and cherries. (Preserving sugar is different and best used with fruits that are 

naturally high in pectin, such as plums, damsons and Seville oranges.)

 RICOTTA  Used in 
Lasagne, page 40 
Ricotta is an Italian curd 

cheese. Its name means 

‘cooked again’ because 

it’s made from a by-

product of cheesemaking 

(especially mozzarella). It has 

a rich, but delicate flavour and grainy texture. 

In Italy, it’s served crumbled with pasta, or as 

a dessert with chocolate shavings.

 POPPY SEEDS  Used in Roast 
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How to 
make jam

Saturday Kitchen’s James 
Martin shows us how to 
make homemade jam

STEP 1 Prepare the strawberries
Prepare 1kg strawberries by wiping them with a piece 

of  damp kitchen paper. (Wiping rather than washing the 

strawberries ensures the fruit doesn’t absorb lots of  water 

– too much water and the jam won’t set easily.) To hull the 

fruit, use a knife to cut a cone shape into the strawberry 

and remove the stem. Cut any large berries in half. 

STEP 4 Check if  it’s ready
Put 2 saucers in the freezer. Boil the jam hard for 5-10 mins, 

then turn off  the heat. Spoon a little jam onto a cold 

saucer. Leave for 30 secs, then push the jam with your 

finger – if  it wrinkles, it's ready. If  not, boil for 2 mins more, 

then turn off  the heat and repeat until ready. (Or use a 

preserving thermometer – it's ready when it reads 105C.)

Strawberry jam
O Makes 4 jars  O Takes 1 hour, plus macerating time  O £1.70 a jar 
O 35 kcals, 0g fat, 0g sat. fat a tbsp  O Suitable for freezing

easycook

NEW TECHNIQUES TO LEARN

cookery 
school
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COOKERY SCHOOL

STEP 2 Leave overnight
Put the strawberries in a bowl and stir in 750g 

jam sugar. Leave uncovered at room temperature 

overnight. This helps the sugar to dissolve and the 

fruit to keep its colour and shape. The next day, tip 

the mixture into a preserving pan with the juice of  

1 lemon. Cook the jam very gently on a low heat.  

STEP 5 Skim the jam
Use a spoon to skim off  any scum that has risen to 

the surface and discard. (Do this only once at the 

end.) Add a small knob of  unsalted butter to the 

finished jam, and stir in to melt to help dissolve 

any remaining scum (optional). Leave it to settle 

for 15 mins so the fruit doesn't float to the top.

JAMES’ 
TIPS FOR 
SUCCESS

STEP 3 Bring the jam to the boil 
When you can no longer feel any grains of  sugar 

remaining, turn up the heat to start bubbling the jam and 

bringing it to the boil. (The sugar must be completely 

dissolved before increasing the heat, otherwise it will be 

difficult for the jam to set, and it may contain crystallised 

lumps of  sugar.)

STEP 6 Fill the jars
Make sure you have sterilised your jars (see James’ tips, 

right). Ladle the jam into 4 warm jars, filling to just below 

the rim. Cover with a lid or a cellophane circle and elastic 

band. Put on a label (include the date), plus a pretty fabric 

top if  you like. The jam can be stored for up to 1 year in a 

cool, dry place. Refrigerate after opening.

STERILISE THE JARS

To do this, either run 

the jars through the 

dishwasher and fill 

with jam while they 

are still hot (and 

completely dry)

or wash them 

thoroughly 

in hot soapy 

water, rinse 

and leave to 

drip dry. Put 

in an oven 

at fan 140C/ 

conventional 160C/

gas 3 for 10 minutes. 

Allow to cool slightly 

before filling.

CHOOSING BERRIES

Pick slightly under-ripe 

berries, as their pectin 

levels will be higher. 

(Pectin helps the jam 

to set.)

CHOOSING A PAN

Use a preserving pan 

that is enamel-lined or 

made of  non-reactive 

metal, such as stainless 

steel. Cast-iron and 

aluminum pans will 

react with the acidity of  

the jam, tainting it with 

a metallic taste. A wide 

pan – big enough so 

that the fruit comes no 

more than halfway up 

the side – is best, as the 

jam will reach setting 

point more quickly.

AVOIDING A MESS!

If  any sugar sticks on 

the sides of  the pan 

(step 2), dip a pastry 

brush in hot water and 

brush it back down the 

sides of  the pan. 

USE A WAX DISC

When you’re filling the 

jars, put a wax disc  

on top of  the jam as 

this helps preserve it 

(you can buy these  

from Lakeland).

‘I love 
the flavour of  

homemade jam and 
the pride you get from 
giving a jar away and 
saying you made it 

yourself,’ says 
James
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extras
Sarah Sysum’s monthly round-up 
of the best new products and ideas

Great 
wines 
to try

Trivento 

Malbec 

Reserve, £8.99, 

Tesco A velvety 

Argentinian 

wine with hints 

of  vanilla, 

plum and 

raspberry, 

this is great 

served with 

red meat 

or tomato-

based dishes. 

Intenso 

Teroldego, 

£9.99, M&S  

A medium-

bodied red with 

blackberry and 

dark cherry 

flavours. Made 

in Brazil’s red 

wine territory, 

it’s perfect with 

our recipes on 

page 34.

La Casa 

Sauvignon Blanc, 

£6.99,  

Co-operative 

This Spanish 

sauvignon 

blanc has lovely 

gooseberry 

flavours with 

tropical, 

citrus and 

herby notes. 

Serve as an 

apéritif, or 

with salads 

or fish dishes.Lunch on the run
Marks and Spencer Fuller Longer 

Mediterranean Chicken With 

Roasted Vegetables &  

Toasted Almonds, £4

A lovely salad of  chicken 

breast marinated in a tomato 

and herb sauce, along 

with chargrilled peppers, 

broccoli and salad leaves. 

Normally with a salad like 

this you’d get pasta, but 

here it’s spelt which is 

nuttier and more satisfying. 

On the pricey side, but it’s 

delicious and the portion 

size is generous.

If  you’re looking for a 

baking book with lovely 

favourites and sweet 

former 

John Whaite’s second 

book is perfect. The 

gluten-free pistachio  

torte is amazing and we 

love John’s Lancashire 

hotpot picnic slices too. 

Cookbook of 

John Whaite 
Bakes At Home 
Headline, £20 

£10 &
UNDER

Lovely ideas for a Father’s Day 

Gifts 
for DAD

Tankard 

Dad Mug, 

£5, Cargo

Pizza Scissors, 

£10, John Lewis

Dad’s BBQ 

Signs, £3 each, 

www.tch.net

Cut The Cheese Knife 

Set, £6.38, www.

uncommongoods.com

Beer Glasses, 

pack of  4, 

£5, Dobbies

Moustache Egg 

Cup, £2.95, www.

MyGiftTree.com

SPEEDY
LUNCH
IDEA
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Fresh broad beans are available in the 

supermarket for only a short amount of  

time each year and have a lovely flavour. 

Ideally, ‘double pod’ them by peeling the 

thin membrane away to reveal the vibrant 

green colour – leaving it on won’t affect 

the flavour but the beans will be slightly 

tougher. Use them to make a Halloumi 

and broad bean salad: Bring 6 new 

potatoes to the boil and simmer with  

2 mint sprigs and a pinch of salt for  

10-12 mins, or until cooked. Drain and  

slice thinly, discarding the mint. Dry-fry  

150g sliced halloumi in a hot, non-stick 

frying pan until golden. Whisk 1 tsp olive 

oil with 1 tsp red wine vinegar, 2 tsp 

lemon juice and 1 tsp dijon mustard. 

Toss 2 shredded baby gem lettuces,  

½ a cucumber, diced, and the potatoes 

in the dressing, add the halloumi and 

150g broad beans, scatter with chopped 

mint and a squeeze of lemon. Serves 2.

Ingredient 
of the month
BROAD BEANS

theeasyway
How to pan-fry fish fillets

STEP 1 Bring the fish to room temperature. 

Score the skin, cutting into the flesh 

slightly, 5 or 6 times at about 1cm 

intervals and season before cooking.

STEP 2 Heat a non-stick frying pan until 

very hot. Add 2 tbsp oil, put the fillets in 

the pan skin-side down, pressing them 

down with your fingers for 2-3 seconds.

Sometimes, the simplest way to cook something is the best way too. Pan-frying fish is 

really easy and so quick – fast, healthy, tasty food that can be on the table in minutes.

STEP 3 Reduce heat to medium and leave 

the fish to cook for 3-4 mins, undisturbed, 

until the flesh is opaque two-thirds of  the 

way up and the skin is crisp and brown.

STEP 4 Flip the fillets over, then fry on  

the flesh side for about 2 mins until just 

opaque, basting the skin with the oil. The 

flesh will flake only when it’s done. 

3 of the best food-themed tea towels

  Kitchen Cupboard 

Cotton Tea Towel 

(in gift box), £8.95, www.

dotcomgiftshop.com

Strawberry 

Print Tea 

Towels set of 2, 

£5.00, Tesco

Great 

British 

Roast Tea Towel, 

£9.95, www.

letitreign.co.uk
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We meet...
Frances Quinn 

The easycook interview

Since winning The Great British Bake 

Off  last year, life for Frances has been 

very hectic. Now on ‘baking leave’ 

from her role as a children’s clothing 

designer, she’s been busy appearing on 

TV and at the BBC Good 

Food Show and is writing 

a book. We caught up with 

her for a chat…

So what have you been up to since 

winning the fourth series of  The Great 

British Bake Off? 

My life’s been a whirlwind since. I can still 

remember that surreal day after the final – 

from being interviewed on numerous radio 

stations to sharing a sofa with Joan Collins 

on BBC’s The One Show! Since then, my 

recipes, sketches and photographs have been 

featured in lots of  papers. I’ve done demos 

and appearances at the BBC Good Food Show 

and I’m also working on a book – a prospect I 

have always dreamt about.   

How did you bounce 

back from criticism for 

being too ‘style over 

substance’ from 

Paul and Mary? 

I’m used to criticism 

from studying and 

working in design 

where everyone’s 

opinion is subjective as 

tastes differ enormously. I 

tried hard to learn from what 

Mary and Paul said. For me, the 

substance is an important part of  my baking 

as good ingredients are often the starting 

point, but it’s the imagination and design that 

goes into creating a cake or pie that I believe 

can never be missing from the mix.

Which easy recipes would you  

suggest to convert those who think 

baking is tricky? 

Flapjacks or rocky road. I love being creative 

with tray bakes and would encourage others 

to start with a simple recipe before going 

on to adapt it with their own and other 

people’s favourite ingredients and flavour 

combinations. Tiffin is also a great way of  

using up biscuit and cake crumbs. 

Your final Showstopper, the Midsummer 

Night’s Dream wedding cake, was amazing. 

How do you come up with your ideas? 

They just come into my head either in a 

constant flow or at random times throughout 

the day and night! I find starting with a theme, 

key ingredient or word helps trigger an initial 

idea. I always keep a sketchbook handy to jot 

down my sketches and ideas to then refer to 

and bake from. I get some of  my best ideas 

when I’m running or swimming! 

What quick healthy dishes do you like? 

Although I have a major sweet tooth, 

I also love healthy food and enjoy 

cooking with a variety of  

vegetables, grains and pulses. 

I’m a big fan of  porridge, 

so start the day off  with a 

big bowl of  that covered 

in chopped banana, seed 

mixes, an excessive amount 

of  cinnamon, agave nectar 

and finally almond milk. 

What are the best and worst 

things you’ve eaten? 

The worst would be some lacklustre liver pâté 

– I’m not a big fan of  offal. My favourite bake 

is a cinnamon bun. I would love to spend time 

in Scandinavia, where they originate from. 

You’re working with The Skills Show, 

the nation’s largest skills and careers 

event. Why do you think it’s important 

to spread the word about baking? 

Baking and cooking in general are great skills 

to have. They’re therapeutic and sociable and 

can be a great way to discover new cultures. 

Cooking should be about making people feel 

more confident and for me baking is a great 

place to start. For more information, visit  

www.theskillsshow.com

I keep a 
sketchbook 

handy to jot down 
my sketches and 

ideas to bake 
from 

What’s your flavour?
Food flavourings are a really easy way to ring the 

changes when you’re baking. This new range of  

Natural Flavours, 15ml, £3.99, from Lakeland, 

has everything from custard flavour to violet. So 

far, we’ve made custard buttercream icing, posh 

violet ice cream and these yummy marshmallows. 

Banana marshmallows: Dissolve 15g 

powdered gelatine in 100ml cold water. Line a 

20cm square cake pan with oiled cling film and 

dust with a little icing sugar. Put 450g caster 

sugar in a heavy-based pan, add 175ml water 

and 1 tbsp liquid glucose and bring to the boil 

on a medium heat, stirring constantly until the 

sugar has dissolved – take care not to splash as the 

mixture will be very hot. Reduce the heat as soon 

as it begins to boil and leave on the hob for about 

18-20 minutes, or until the mixture reaches 116°C 

(if  you don’t have a thermometer, the mixture 

should form a soft ball when dropped into a glass 

of  cold water). Put the dissolved gelatine into a 

food processor and whizz gently, then gradually 

pour in the hot sugar syrup (over about 5 minutes).  

 Add 6 drops banana flavouring and a few 

drops of  yellow food colouring (optional), a 

little at a time until you reach the desired shade, 

then beat the mixture on high for 15-20 minutes 

until it trebles in volume, is thick and beginning 

to set. Pour the mixture into the prepared tin and 

smooth the surface with a damp spatula. Leave the 

marshmallow in a cool place (but not 

a fridge) to set for 1-2 hours.  

 When set, dust a cutting board 

with icing sugar, tip the marshmallow 

out on to it, remove the cling film and 

cut into cubes. Dust with icing sugar 

and then roll the pieces in about 75g 

icing sugar and sprinkles, if  you 

like, to cover all the cut sides. Store in 

a cool place in an airtight container 

for up to a week. Makes 36. 
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WEIGHT

Metric Imperial

25g 1oz

50g 2oz

85g 3oz

100g 4oz

140g 5oz

150g 5½oz

175g 6oz

185g 6½oz

200 or 225g 8oz

250g 9oz

280 or 300g 10oz

350g 12oz

375g 13oz

400g 14oz

425g 15oz

450g 1lb

500g 1lb 2oz

550g 1lb 4oz

600g 1lb 5oz

650g 1lb 7oz

700g 1lb 9oz

750g 1lb 10oz

800g 1lb 12oz

850g 1lb 14oz

900g 2lb

950g 2lb 2oz

1kg 2lb 4oz

1.25 kg 2lb 12oz

1.3kg 3lb

1.5kg 3lb 5oz

1.6kg 3lb 8oz

1.7kg 3lb 12oz

VOLUME

50ml 2 fl oz

75ml 2½ fl oz

85ml 3 fl oz

100ml 3½ fl oz

125ml 4 fl oz

150ml ¼ pint 

175ml 6 fl oz

200ml 7 fl oz

225ml 8 fl oz

250ml 9 fl oz

300ml 10 fl oz 

450ml 16 fl oz

600ml 1 pint

850ml 1½ pints

1 litre 1¾ pints

1.2 litres 2 pints

MEASUREMENTS

2cm ¾in

2.5cm 1in

5.5cm 2½in

10cm 4in

20cm 8in

23cm 9in

28cm 11in

38cm 15in

AMERICAN CUP CONVERSIONS

American Metric

1 cup flour 150g

1 cup caster and 

granulated sugar

225g

1 cup brown sugar 175g

1 cup icing sugar 125g

1 cup butter/

margarine/lard

225g

1 cup sultanas/raisins 200g

1 cup currants 150g

1 cup chopped nuts 100g

1 cup ground almonds 100g

1 cup golden syrup/

treacle/clear honey

350g

1 cup uncooked rice 200g

1 cup cooked and 

drained rice

165g

1 cup grated cheese 100g

1 cup lentils 225g

1 cup chopped onions 100g

1 stick butter 100g

LIQUID CONVERSIONS

American Metric

½ fl oz 15ml

¼ cup 50ml

½ cup plus 2 

tablespoons

150ml

1 cup 225ml

1 pint/16 fl oz 450ml

2 pints/5 cups 1.2 litres

OVEN TEMPERATURES

°F °C (conventional 
oven)

275F 140C

300F 150C

325F 170C

350F 180C

375F 190C

400F 200C

425F 220C

450F 230C

475F 240C

Microwave 
cooking

Where our recipes 

use a microwave, 

they were tested 

using an 850W 

model – you may 

need to adjust times 

slightly if  yours has a 

different wattage.

Your easy conversion chart
Not everyone is used to cooking in metric – use this if   
you’d prefer to cook with ounces, pounds and inches

easycook interactive
Why not join our Facebook page and become 

a fan of your favourite cookery magazine? Ask 

us a cookery question, share your tips and recipes 

with other readers and tell us what you like best 

from each issue. Go to www.facebook.com and 

search for ‘Easy Cook Magazine’.

BBC Easy Cook is now on Twitter – go to 

www.twitter.com and follow us by searching 

for @EasyCookMag then click on ‘follow’.

Tell us what you think! Take part in  

regular surveys and questionnaires to  

help shape BBC Easy Cook features. Go to  

www.immediateinsiders.com/home to sign up.

A quick whizz round Waitrose and you’ll  

have all you need for this speedy snack

Supermarketdash

Super-quick lunch
Put the unopened pack on its side  

and microwave on full power (100%) 

for 60 seconds, then leave to stand for 

30 seconds. Divide between two bowls, 

and top with the rocket. Arrange 2 slices 

of  ham on each serving and drizzle 

over the creamy caesar dressing. Serve 

immediately, with some crusty bread  

if  you like. Serves 2.

ONLY
£1.77per person

–– 

To make sure your 

scones are light and 

fluffy, Mary Berry 

suggests: ‘glaze only  

the top of the scones 

before baking. Don’t 

allow any glaze to 

dribble down the  

sides as this stops  

the scones from 

rising properly’

250g pack 

Merchant 

Gourmet Mixed 

Grains,

£1.99 

2 tbsp  

Caesar 

Dressing,  

17p

2 handfuls of  

rocket leaves, 

50p

4 slices of   

ham, 89p

+ +
+

TV
tip

You might remember finalists on 

The Great British Bake Off having to 

make pretzels for their last technical 

challenge. Pretzel dough has a soft, 

chewy texture (a bit like a bagel) and 

supermarkets now use it to make rolls. 

We like these hot dog and round rolls 

from Asda, 50p each – they make a 

homemade burger look very posh!

Pretzel bread

TREND
ALERT!
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MEAT & POULTRY
Asian-style omelette with pork ..........................67
Asparagus and bacon tart ................................55
Barbecued saddle of  lamb with lemon  

and rosemary ...............................................64
BBQ beef  pasta ................................................12
Beef  noodles ....................................................20
Cajun chicken ...................................................18
Cheesy spinach salad .......................................19
Cheesy tomatoes ..............................................18
Chicken and plantain moqueca ........................34
Chorizo and apple sausage rolls .......................52
Chorizo and chickpea stew .................................8
Creamy pesto with prosciutto dippers ..............74
Dad’s beef, mushroom and mustard pies .........53
Grilled steak with red chilli pesto ........................8
Honeyed sesame chicken .................................72
Italian chicken ..................................................16
Lamb burgers with tzatziki ...............................10
Lasagne ............................................................40
Parma chicken with parmesan .........................12
Picnic sandwich ................................................71
Pork, lemongrass and chilli stir-fry ...................22
Prosciutto and pepper pizzas ...........................16
Roast chicken and roots with lemon and  

poppy seed sauce .........................................33
Rolled pork belly ...............................................42
Smoky maple duck with radishes .....................18
Speedy green chicken curry ................................8
Spiced roast lamb and lentils ...........................37
Spicy chicken, mango and jalapeño salad ........11
Sticky sausages with onion ...............................15
Summer holiday pizza ......................................41
Super-quick lunch .............................................81
Teriyaki noodle broth ........................................74

FISH & SEAFOOD
Brazilian fish stew ............................................35
Fish and tomato curry ......................................12
Fish o’leekie .....................................................27
Fish tacos .........................................................22
Italian tuna salad ..............................................39
Seared fruity tuna .............................................60
Sea bass with Thai flavours ..............................69
Spicy coconut and squash curry .......................66
Summer salmon with papaya salsa ..................14
Tuna empanada pie ..........................................38
Tuna sweetcorn cakes .......................................39

VEGETARIAN
Baked garlic mushrooms on toast ....................28
Blue cheese gnocchi .........................................75
Braised summer veg pisto ................................70
Broccoli spaghetti ............................................27
Broccoli, walnut and blue cheese pasta ............75
Butternut squash quinoa ..................................22
Cheese and pineapple on toast .........................28
Cheesy bean and chipotle quesadillas ..............27
Cheesy choux ring ............................................45
Cheesy tortillas.................................................11
Fennel soup ......................................................69
Florentine pie ...................................................54
Halloumi and broad bean salad ........................79
Homemade tomato soup ..................................55
Italian avocado salad ........................................54
Italian scrambled eggs on toast ........................28
Melanzane parmigiana .....................................37
Microwave risotto primavera .............................26

Pearled spelt salad with peas and gooseberries .69
Ricotta and basil cannelloni ................................7
Ricotta and onion tart ......................................54
Spaghetti with olive sauce ..................................6
Spicy beans on toast ........................................28
Tomato and squash pizza .................................41

SIDES & EXTRAS 
Apple greens ....................................................42
Blue cheese dressing ........................................29
Easy cheesy biscuits .........................................53
Chargrilled courgettes ......................................65
Creamy squash polenta ....................................74
Crispy bacon dressing ......................................29
Crispy roasties..................................................42
Cucumber relish ...............................................37
Fiery Thai dressing ...........................................29
French vinaigrette .............................................29
Glacé icing........................................................61
Griddled courgettes with pine nuts ...................75
Griddled fennel .................................................69
Griddled peaches with prosciutto & blue cheese .74
Homemade pesto .............................................41
Honey and mustard dressing ............................29
Hot red cabbage slaw .......................................45
Italian green salad ............................................41
Italian olive dressing .........................................29
Lentil and tomato salad ....................................37
Low-fat creamy tarragon dressing .....................29
Marie rose dressing ..........................................29
Pea and mint sauce ..........................................41
Pineapple manchego skewers ...........................35
Roast garlic mash ...............................................9
Spicy curry dressing .........................................29
Spinach with onions and pinenuts ....................75
Storecupboard special ......................................24
Strawberry jam .................................................76
Sweetcorn salad ...............................................15
Sweet potato mash ...........................................24
Taleggio potato parcels ....................................65
Tangy carrot salad ............................................24
Tear and share cheesy bread ............................55
Teriyaki marinade .............................................74
Walnut and orange dressing .............................29

DESSERTS
Eton mess trifle ................................................47
Fromage frais ices ............................................46
Minty peaches ..................................................10
Passion fruit puddings ......................................44
Strawberry and Pimm’s jelly .............................72
Strawberry and prosecco jellies ........................47
White chocolate crème brulée ..........................75
White chocolate fondue ....................................75

CAKES & BAKES
Banana marshmallows .....................................80
Blueberry swirl cheesecake ..............................59
Chocolate brownies ..........................................57
Chocolate macaroons .......................................56
Date, banana and rum loaf  ..............................75
Gooseberry and hazelnut slices ........................51
Hazelnut frosted white chocolate cake ..............58
Lemon drizzle cake ..........................................57
Mini pistachio macaroons ................................56
Orange crunch creams .....................................65
Quick toffee tarts ..............................................61
Vanilla macaroons ............................................56
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ON SALE
4th June 
– see page 30 for more details
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Spicy 
chicken 
burger

Filo lamb pie

Mary’s coffee 
cupcakes

PLUS lots more speedy ideas!
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More great offers available online at www.buysubscriptions.com/fathersday

Or complete the order form and send it to: Immediate Media Company, FREEPOST RSTB-HAAA-EHHG, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 8PX.          FDECP14

SAVE UP TO 42%
on the perfect

FATHER’S DAY GIFT

Call 0844 844 0260
Quote Code FDECP14

Visit buysubscriptions.com/fathersday
Quote Code FDECP14 Order before

8th June to receive 
a FREE gift card

for £29.99

Packed with triple-tested 

recipes and practical

ideas for every

meal occasion

SAVE
36%

for £31.00

The science and

technology magazine 

for his inquisitive mind

SAVE
40%

for £29.99

Help your father create

that perfect garden he’s

always wanted

SAVE
38%

for £29.99

Inspire him every month

with the award winning

Lonely Planet Traveller

SAVE
34%

for £32.99

If he loves fast cars and

driving, he’ll love Top 

Gear magazine

SAVE
40%

for £37.99

Help him unravel the

history of his family tree

SAVE
41%

for £34.99

Britain’s bestselling history 

magazine; perfect for

enthusiasts of all levels of

knowledge and interest

SAVE
37%

for £39.99

The biggest name in

astronomy

SAVE
33%

for £32.50

Packed full of great 

ideas for your father 

to explore the British 

countryside

SAVE
40%

for £34.99

Stories of adventure and 

exploration

SAVE
33%

for £32.50

The UK’s leading

natural-history magazine;

off ering him a window to

the natural world

SAVE
37%

for £29.99

Get him inspired with 

over 75 recipes, restaurant 

recommendations and

travel ideas

SAVE
41%

for £29.99*

The ultimate digital TV 

and radio guide

SAVE
42%

for £34.99

Help him swim, bike and

run faster with the UK’s

no. 1 selling

triathlon magazine

SAVE
40%

SAVE UP TO 42% with this unique and thoughtful magazine subscription gift this Father’s Day… from gardening to fast cars, science to history, inspiration for his 

next holiday or the essential guide to TV and radio, there’s a magazine to suit every man’s taste. Order today for the perfect gift this Father’s Day.



Useful isn’t the word. Essential is.
Thaw tiger prawns in cool filtered water to lock in flavour and freshness, just one of 
the ways the iconic Zip HydroTap could become an essential tool for busy kitchens. 

Providing you with instant boiling, chilled and even sparkling filtered water on tap – 
it will revolutionise the way you cook.

Visit nowzipit.co.uk to see for yourself.
Or call 0845 6 005 005 for further information.


